BUILD THIS STYLISH
TAMBOUR BOOKCASE
See page 48

WHAT'S WHAT IN
PAINTBRUSHES

INSTANT GLUES
TO THE RESCUE
Page 62

PLEASIN' PROJECTS
Picture frames
Fan/lamp pulls
Carved turtle
display box
Heron clock
A CLOSER LOOK AT
GRIZZLY IMPORTS

Selling the best machines in the import industry doesn't happen overnight; it happens by carefully selecting reliable manufacturers and responding to customer demand for top quality machines. In fact, if it doesn't meet Grizzly standards, we won't sell it.

Grizzly simply offers the best value in the industry. You get more machine for your money. Beyond that, you get more company for your money. Fast, courteous service, top quality machinery, and a company that's behind you all the way. Today and tomorrow.

Take a look at Grizzly. You'll see why nobody else even comes close.

Grizzly
IMPORTS, INC.
"Importers of Fine Machinery"

**12" PLANER**
- Special Offer!
- Model G1017
- Only $395.00
- With Free Extra Blade Set!
- 2 HP, 110V motor
- Dual-knife cutterhead
- Capacity: 12" wide x 5-1/2" thick stock
- Optional dust hood available
- Shipping weight: approx. 84 lbs.
- Complete with instruction manual

**6" X 47" JOINTER HEAVY-DUTY**
- Model G1182
- Sale Price Only $355.00
- 1 HP 110/220V motor
- Cabinet-type stand
- Longest (47") bed of all Jointers in its class
- Heavy-duty center-mounted fence
- Shipping weight: approx. 250 lbs.
- Complete with detailed instruction manual

**1-1/2 H.P. SHAPER**
- Model G1035
- Sale Price Only $495.00
- 2 interchangeable spindles (1/2" & 3/4")
- Table size 20" x 18"
- Dual speed, reversing motor
- Precision-ground, cast iron table
- Optional solid cast iron extension wing available
- Shipping weight: approx. 300 lbs.
- Complete with instruction manual

**20" PLANER**
- Model G1033
- Sale Price Only $1195.00
- Precision ground cast iron bed
- Cabinet-type stand
- Heavy-duty infinite and outfeed rollers
- Heavy-duty return rollers on planer head
- Capacity: 20" wide x 6" tall
- Shipping weight: approx. 800 lbs.
- Complete with detailed instruction manual

**8" SUPER HEAVY-DUTY JOINTER**
- Model G1018
- Sale Price Only $650.00
- 1-1/2 HP, 220V single phase motor
- 3-knife cutterhead
- Magnetic switch for safety and overload protection
- 85" x 8" precision ground, cast iron bed
- Heavy-duty center-mounted fence
- Shipping weight: approx. 460 lbs.
- Complete with detailed instruction manual

**3 H.P. SHAPER**
- Model G1026
- Sale Price Only $795.00
- Heavy-duty all-steel miter gauge with full-length bar
- Cast iron wing
- Solid, polished cast iron table top
- Table with standard wing attachment measures 20-1/2" x 28"
- Large steel handwheels for easy adjustment
- Shipping weight: approx. 400 lbs.
- Complete with instruction manual

**10" TILTING ARBOR SUPER HEAVY-DUTY TABLE SAW**
- Model G1023
- Sale Price Only $850.00
- 3HP Motor, 220V
- T-slotted table
- Ground, polished solid cast iron table and wings
- Table size with extension wings is 36.06" x 27.08"
- Steel miter gauge
- Shipping weight: approx. 450 lbs.
- Excellent instruction manual included

**24" DRUM SANDER**
- Model G1066
- Sale Price Only $1095.00
- Single phase, 220V, 5 HP motor
- Separate 1/4 HP belt feed motor
- Dual belt-driven sanding drums
- Heavy-duty magnetic switch
- Built-in dust collection port
- Shipping weight: approx. 500 lbs.
- Complete with instruction manual

**2 H.P. DUST COLLECTOR**
- Model G1029
- Sale Price $275.00
- With Free 4" x 10" hose
- Single phase, 220V, 2 HP motor
- Handles two machines with ease
- Suction capacity: 1182 cfm
- Shipping weight: approx. 124 lbs.
- Complete with instruction manual

1-800-541-5537
P.O. BOX 2089, BELLINGHAM, WA 98227
Customer Service (206) 677-0801 FAX (800) 225-0021

1-800-523-4777
2406 REACH ROAD, WILLIAMSPORT, PA 17701
Customer Service (717) 326-4827 FAX (800) 438-5901

Call Today for
1984 TOOL CATALOG

ALL MACHINES ABOVE ARE F.O.B. BELLINGHAM, WA OR WILLIAMSPORT, PA
GEORGE & PAULINE REID

CELEBRATING A LIFETIME OF WOODWORKING EXCELLENCE

George's framed, carved sampler depicting key design elements of various classic furniture styles—a present for his grandson.

George and Pauline Reid at home reliving their woodworking memories through the pages of their scrapbooks.

Last fall, when I was making plans to do some project scouting at the Artistry in Wood show in Dayton, Ohio, my host, Max Marshall, insisted that I take the time to meet George Reid. And I'm glad I did! No one better embodies the woodworking profession in every sense of the word than my new friend.

For the past 50 or so years, this mild-mannered craftsman has earned a comfortable living doing custom woodworking for Dayton-area residents. If someone wants a Colonial-style secretary in three parts or a Queen Anne-style American dressing table or any other piece of period furniture for their house, they know that George can build it. He's also got quite a reputation locally for being able to determine the authenticity of period pieces.

While I was visiting with George, his wife Pauline asked if I would like to see some of the scrapbooks the pair has kept over the years. The books contain scores of press clippings about the people George has done work for. I could sense the immense pride the Reids feel when they flipped the pages and talked about how so and so was now president of a local bank or that George had done work for three generations of a prominent family. For George, building furniture pieces has been more than a job; you might call it a lifelong passion.

Though George has kept plenty busy with his business over the years, he's also managed to build an entire house full of furniture for Pauline as well as pieces for his daughter and grandchildren. And as a special present to a grandson who does architectural work in New York City, George fashioned a wonderful framed sampler shown above depicting the key design elements of classic furniture styles.

Thanks, George, for taking the time to share your experiences with me. And Pauline, your graham cracker cookies were terrific! I can still taste 'em.>

Photographs: Martin Biel

Larry Clayton

Insect Whirlygig Plans

These bigger-than-life insects average 12 in. long. The wings spin smoothly on nylon bushings. You get FULL SIZE patterns for all five insects shown - Praying Mantis, Dragonfly, Bee, Ladybug and Mosquito.

#W590 Insect Whirlygig Plans.............$7.99/SET

Insect Whirlygig Hardware Parts

Order one hardware package for each insect project you build. You get 2 plastic eyes, thin plywood for wings and legs, plus bushings and shafts. Project plan, remaining wood and paint are not included.

#3355 Insect Whirlygig Hdw. Parts.......$4.99/PKG

HOW TO ORDER: List quantity, part number, item, price & total of order. Add $3.50 shipping & handling per order. MN residents add 6.5% sales tax. Mail check or money order. Credit card customers call TOLL FREE 1-800-441-9870.

MEISEL HARDWARE SPECIALTIES
P.O. BOX 70 W1
MOUND, MN 55364
JANUARY 1994

WOOD PROFILE
Yellow poplar: The do-everything wood that's priced right..............21
Sometimes called tuliptree, this versatile wood becomes construction lumber, moldings, plywood cores, furniture, and even caskets.

CRAFTSMAN CLOSEUP
Merry-go-round menagerie.....23
Say hello to Kansas carver Jerry Reinhardt, a historian of carousels in America and an expert carver of 11'-high horse replicas which he regularly sells for $400 apiece.

SHOP-TESTED TECHNIQUES
On-the-money miters....................28
Discover the most effective ways to cut clean, super-accurate miters. Then, learn what types of joints work best and how to glue and clamp them for maximum durability.

Angle-master miter jig....................34
Build a tablesaw accessory that beats all others. Our model adjusts quickly and easily, letting you make precision cuts every time.

NOW YOU CAN BUILD IT
Show-stopping picture frames............40
Put your newfound knowledge on miters to work making the traditional or contemporary designs featured here. While you're at it, try our new miter jig.

TURNING
Pulls with pizazz .....................44
Give your ceiling fans, lamps, blinds, and curtains a fresh look by replacing their inexpensive plastic pulls with ones of beautiful turned wood.
Norwegian folk craft in wood

See pleasing examples of the rich, proud woodworking tradition of Norway gathered up by our roving Scandinavian scout, Harley Refsal.

Terrific tambour bookcase

Add flair and storage to a ho-hum wall in your home with this modular masterpiece. Instructions provide a bill of materials and cutting diagram for a two- or four-unit project.

Brush basics

What's the difference between a china- and nylon/polyester-bristle brush? How do you use a brush? And, what's the best way to clean and maintain one? Find the answers inside.

Carving

Snappy the turtle

This good-natured reptile may be slow in the flesh, but in wood he's quick to shape and detail.

WHAT WOODWORKERS NEED TO KNOW ABOUT...

Cyanoacrylate adhesives

Stick wooden parts together in a jiffy with the speedy bonding products spotlighted here. Talk about problem solvers!

Craft Shop

What a show-off!

Store something precious in this elegant see-through display project.

Wetlands silhouette

Scrollsaw this very special blue-heron clock.

Don't let wood irritate you

Keep your distance from toxic sawdust with these safety tips.
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Wood Traditions

Finishing Touches
Some tool manufacturers offer a band saw, a scroll saw, a bench saw, a drill press—and call it a complete line. But at Delta, we realize that any one saw or drill press might not be right for everyone. Which is why we make seven different drill presses, five scroll saws, four table saws, two bench saws—well, you get the idea. Fact is, you can never have too much of a good thing.

Case in point is our new 12" band saw. It's built to fit nicely between our bench model and our bigger saws. And it's built with the same heft and precision you'll find in our professional tools. Yet it's priced to fit comfortably into your shop.

All in all, we make the broadest line of woodworking tools in the industry. Tools for the master craftsman as well as the weekend do-it-yourselfer. Odds are, we make exactly the tool you're looking for.

Building On Tradition

DELTA
A Pentair Company

Call toll free for the name of the nearest dealer, home center or hardware store carrying Delta tools. Delta International Machinery Corp. 800.439.2486. In Canada, 519.838.8840
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This blade package comes with a free T-Shirt.

Our new 40-page color sawblade catalog in every package.

We've put together a great package for you: our top-of-the-line 10" industrial ripping, crosscutting and general purpose blades at a great price. These three blades will handle all of your workshop needs. In addition, you will receive a FREE Freud T-shirt. (Made in the USA, 100% cotton). Plus, you get a free copy of our new sawblade catalog, packed with new products and technical information. This package is a woodworker's dream. It makes a great gift, too!

What about the blades?

**Crosscut - The Fabulous LU85M** - Recommended by Wood Magazine. Cuts wood so smooth, you won't even think about sanding the endgrain. And there's a Teflon coating on the blade body to prevent binding. The teeth? Just what you'd expect. They're ground to an aggressive Alternate Top Bevel and then each carbide tooth is polished to a mirror finish.

**Ripping - The Precise LM72M** - You have to try it. This blade, like all Freud blades, is laser cut for a stiffer plate and whisper-quiet operation. The rigid blade body and razor sharp flat top carbide teeth will give you a cut with glue line accuracy - even on the thickest materials. The blade is precision balanced and features our Anti-kickback Design - the safest in the industry.

**General Purpose - The Versatile LU84M** - If the job calls for different cuts on a variety of materials, the Freud general purpose blade is the way to get the job done. It'll rip 4/4 oak and crosscut 3/4" plywood, no sweat. This blade is a clever balance between the large gullet and Flat Top tooth needed for ripping, with the ATB tooth for crosscutting. You're sure to appreciate the extra deep gullet for chip removal and our own special Anti-kickback Design that limits the knife's bite to prevent overfeeding. It's the ideal blade for the radial arm saw because it dramatically reduces the chance of climbing.

Blade package must be purchased from participating dealers between November 1, 1993 and March 31, 1994.

Package includes a Freud T-shirt!

Ripping - The Precise LM72M - You have to try it. This blade, like all Freud blades, is laser cut for a stiffer plate and whisper-quiet operation. The rigid blade body and razor sharp flat top carbide teeth will give you a cut with glue line accuracy - even on the thickest materials. The blade is precision balanced and features our Anti-kickback Design - the safest in the industry.

**General Purpose - The Versatile LU84M** - If the job calls for different cuts on a variety of materials, the Freud general purpose blade is the way to get the job done. It'll rip 4/4 oak and crosscut 3/4" plywood, no sweat. This blade is a clever balance between the large gullet and Flat Top tooth needed for ripping, with the ATB tooth for crosscutting. You're sure to appreciate the extra deep gullet for chip removal and our own special Anti-kickback Design that limits the knife's bite to prevent overfeeding. It's the ideal blade for the radial arm saw because it dramatically reduces the chance of climbing.

Ask your nearest participating dealer for “Freud’s New Blade Pack”. Once you try these Freud blades, you will accept no substitutes.
Econ-Abrasives
WE MAKE ABRASIVE BELTS ANY SIZE, ANY GRIT!

Standard Abrasive Sheets
CABINET PAPER
50/pk $10.00 $20.00
60D 100/pk $15.00 $27.00
80D 14.00 26.00
100 thru 150C 13.00 23.00
FINISHING PAPER
60A $10.00 $17.00
100 thru 280A 9.00 15.00
NO LOAD PAPER (white)
100 thru 400A $11.00 $19.00
*C* = 100 SHEETS

Velcro® Vacuum Discs
B Hole pattern for Bosch sanders

DIAMOND BELTS

AVERSIVE BELTS
PLEASE SPECIFY GRIT

1X30 $.73 ea 3X24 $.84 ea
1X42 $.73 ea 3X27 $.87 ea
1X44 $.73 ea 4X21 3/4 $.96 ea
2 1/2X16 $.77 ea 4X24 .99 ea
3X18 $.76 ea 4X36 1.20 ea
3X21 .81 ea 6X48 3.14 ea
3X23 3/4 .84 ea 2 1/4X80 2.94 ea

OTHER SIZES ON REQUEST
HEAVY DUTY SPRING CLAMPS
Clamps come w/PVC tips and grips.

Size Price
4" $1.75 ea
6" 2.25
8" 3.50

JUMBO ROUTER PAD (24" x 36"
It will not allow small blocks of wood to slip out under router or sanding applications. ROUTER PAD ONLY $8.95 ea.

JUMBO BELT CLEANING STICK
ONLY $8.80

We welcome comments, criticisms, suggestions, and even compliments. Send your correspondence to: Talking Back, Better Homes and Gardens® WOOD® Magazine, 1912 Grand Ave., Des Moines, IA 50309-3379.

Easy grain alignment for plugs
The technique in the “Clean-As-Can-Be Screw Plugs” article from the September 1993 issue can be made easier. As a woodworker with arthritis, I found a method that reduces fumbling around with small pieces and still allows me to line up the grain when using the plugs.

Rather than make a pencil line on the plugs parallel to the grain, I place a strip of tape over the plug cut-outs, in the direction of the grain. I press the tape firmly onto each piece. When the plugs are bandsawn loose, they remain fastened to the tape, and are easier to line up with the hole and to match for grain.

—Randy Johnson, Hartford, Wis.

Resize the glass shelf
While building “A Credenza with Charisma” from the April 1993 issue, I noticed that the measurements for the glass shelf were incorrect. I have included the correct dimensions for the shelf in the drawing below.

—Joseph Perrin, Jr., Clearwater, Fla.

We can’t lye about it
I was very interested in your article “Rust Removal Made Easy” in the September 1993 issue. I’m always looking for a better way of cleaning my old tools without damaging the authenticity of the tool. After going to my hardware store to buy a bottle of lye, I was told that it is no longer available on the open market because of the hazardous chemicals it contains. How can I buy some lye?

—Mike Flain, Cincinnati

We found lye available at a local supermarket, Mike, where it was advertised for septic system and sewer cleaning. We strongly recommend handling this hazardous chemical according to the safety instructions on the container. Never handle lye without hand and eye protection.
Why Honduras mahogany?
In your article “Craftsman-style Wall Lantern” in the August 1993 issue you suggest using Honduras mahogany rather than Philippine mahogany in building the project. Why so?
— Neville K. Connolly, Bethesda, Md.

Thanks for asking, Neville. Other woodworkers have wondered the same thing. We chose Honduras mahogany because it is stable and durable in varying weather conditions. This wood also shows an evenness in workability across boards from different trees.

Philippine mahogany is a term allowed under U.S. law to describe wood from a variety of trees of several similar species, none of which are true mahoganies. These trees are found in the Philippine Islands, Indonesia, and areas of Southeast Asia. Wood taken from this many different trees will show as many differences in workability, stability, and resistance to decay as the types of trees harvested. Generally, the darker red species classed as Philippine mahogany produce the most durable wood. Yet none of these species are as stable or as decay resistant as Honduras mahogany.

About that much
In your “Raised Panels and Frames” article in the August 1993 issue, you do not give the angle to tilt the saw blade for cutting the panels.
— F. G. Contiglio, Buffalo

F.G., the old woodworker’s measurement of ‘about that much’ comes into play in this situation. The exact angle of the saw blade to cut bevels on raised panels will vary according to the width of the reveal (the beveled area of the panel showing on the assembled frame and panel).

To set your saw blade, first mark a line on the edge of your panel from the inside bottom corner of the ½” saw kerf outlining the panel face to the ¼” setback at the panel’s outer edge. Set the panel behind the blade with its back face against the saw fence. Sight along the blade and adjust the tilt mechanism until the angle of the blade lines up with the mark on the panel. Test this setup on scrapwood of the same thickness as the panel, and adjust the saw tilt as necessary.

Continued on page 9

LET US GIVE YOU A HAND...
“Jorgensen”

E-Z HOLD™
One-Handed Clamps

With E-Z HOLD clamps, there’s a whole handful of advantages: the convenience and speed of one-handed operation, affordable quality, strong and durable steel construction, superior engineering and the dependability of the first name in quality clamps—JORGENSEN! You’ll be so pleased with the help E-Z HOLD clamps offer your woodworking projects that you’ll want to give us “a hand!”

For our catalog send $1.00 to:
Adjustable Clamp Co.,
410 N. Ashland Ave.
Chicago IL 60622

ADJUSTABLE CLAMP COMPANY
FREE
EXTRA 1/4" X 155" BLADE (W/ PURCHASE OF EN3506)

*EN3506
REGULAR PRICE: $1,490.00
SPECIAL PRICE: $1,230.00

FREE
EXTRA 100 GRIT BELT (W/ PURCHASE OF EN3406)

*EN3405
REGULAR PRICE: $460.00
SPECIAL PRICE: $415.00

FREE
EXTRA 100 GRIT BELT (W/ PURCHASE OF EN3406)

*EN3406
REGULAR PRICE: $485.00
SPECIAL PRICE: $470.00

FREE
HEARING PROTECTOR (W/ PURCHASE OF EN3302)

*EN3302
REGULAR PRICE: $600.00
SPECIAL PRICE: $490.00

FREE
HEARING PROTECTOR (W/ PURCHASE OF EN3303)

*EN3303
REGULAR PRICE: $865.00
SPECIAL PRICE: $790.00

FREE
HEARING PROTECTOR (W/ PURCHASE OF EN3304)

*EN3304
REGULAR PRICE: $980.00
SPECIAL PRICE: $890.00

CONGRATULATIONS

WOODWORKERS, PROFESSIONAL BUILDERS AND REMODELERS.
WE HAVE GOT THE BEST DEAL FOR
YOUR WOODWORKING MACHINERY AND SUPPLY NEEDS.
ALL OUR NEW MACHINERY FROM THIS AD ARE
DIRECTLY FROM THE MANUFACTURER EXCLUSIVELY FOR ENLON.
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY IS AVAILABLE FOR ALL NEW MACHINERY.
ENJOY THESE SPECIAL PRICES AND PROMOTIONS WHILE THEY LAST.
WE ALSO SUPPLY PARTS & SERVICES FOR SAME MACHINERY
SOLD UNDER OTHER BRAND NAMES.
THANKS FOR YOUR SUPPORT.
FREE FEATHERBOARD OR PUSH STICK (W/ PURCHASE OF EN3202)

10" TILTING ARBOR TABLE SAW

*EN3202
REGULAR PRICE: $970.00
SPECIAL PRICE: $ 850.00

FREE EXTRA BLADE SET (W/ PURCHASE OF EN3101)

*EN3101
REGULAR PRICE: $395.00
SPECIAL PRICE: $ 350.00

FREE EXTRA BLADE SET (W/ PURCHASE OF EN3102)

*EN3102
REGULAR PRICE: $700.00
SPECIAL PRICE: $ 645.00

FREE EXTRA BLADE SET (W/ PURCHASE OF EN3103)

*EN3103
REGULAR PRICE: $1,395.00
SPECIAL PRICE: $ 1,795.00

TALKING BACK

Continued from page 7

Trouble in River City
Raccoons have always had a reputation for being mischievous, and the Raccoon River which runs behind our building here in soggy Des Moines is no exception. During our summer of floods, the high water actually entered our building and wiped out much of our supply of back issues. If you have a complete set of WOOD magazines, it's value just skyrocketed. For those of you in need of a back issue, we still have a limited supply, but it will likely go fast. To order call 800/572-9350. If not sure which issue you want, buy our new WOOD CUMULATIVE INDEX.

Safety warnings on rust remover
The article “Rust Removal Made Easy” in the September 1993 issue should have provided information on the possible hazards of the process. Mr. Price's recommendation of using the rust remover outdoors is well founded. These fumes not only smell bad, they also contain hydrogen and oxygen, an explosive mixture.

Mr. Price is also correct in suggesting that you turn off the charger before removing the leads. This eliminates the possibility of an electrical spark setting off the fumes. Additionally, I would suggest not smoking in the area, and to never perform this rust removal with a lid on the container. An accumulation of these fumes could cause an explosion of sufficient force to cause injury from both impact and the caustic solution.

— Rick Collins Sr., Dearborn Heights, Mich.

Groovy sanding block
The “Paper Clips Grip Sandpaper on Block” tip from Rene Stebbenue in the June 1993 issue is an excellent idea. After purchasing the clips and installing them as you suggested, I decided to try drilling a groove across the block for the clip body to rest in. It worked out beautifully, holding the sandpaper more firmly.

— Bob Thelmos, Whittier, Calif.
EARN CASH, PRIZES FOR YOUR TOP SHOP TIP
Do you have a great shop tip (or two) you'd like to share with other WOOD® magazine readers? For each published submission, you will receive at least $40 from WOOD magazine. (You could get as much as $200 if we devote a page or more of space elsewhere in the magazine to your idea.) You also may earn a woodworking tool if yours is chosen as the Top Shop Tip for the issue.
We try not to use shop tips that have appeared in other magazines, so please send yours to only one. We do not return shop tips. Mail your tip(s), address, and daytime phone number to:
Top Shop Tip
WOOD Magazine
1912 Grand Ave.
Des Moines, IA 50309-3379

Colors denote grit on cut-up sandpaper
When you cut a sheet of sandpaper into smaller pieces, you can bet several won't have the grit number on the back. That makes it tough to pick the one you need.

TIP: Before you cut the sheet, scribble a crosshatch pattern on the back with a colored marker. Each cut piece then will have colored lines on the back. Use a different color for each grit, and make a color-key chart to keep with the sandpaper. Then, you can identify the grit readily.

-Daniel Angert, Orlando, Fla.

Slot lends new life to scrollsaw screws
Lots of scrollsaws employ allen-head screws to clamp the blade holders onto the blade ends. Repeated loosening and tightening wears out the hex-shaped recess in the clamp-screw head, making it impossible to tighten the blade clamp sufficiently with an allen wrench.

TIP: Cut a slot in the clamp-screw head. A hacksaw with two blades or hand-held rotary tool with a narrow grinding wheel will do the job in short order. When you're done, you'll have a blade clamp you can tighten and loosen with an ordinary screwdriver.


Corral those dowels when sanding time rolls around
You've cut some short dowels for toy parts. Now you need to sand them, a chore that's slow-going.

TIP: From scrapwood a little more than half the thickness of your dowels (3/8-3/4" thick if you're sanding 1" dowels, for example), cut two 1"-wide strips about 12" long and two a little longer than your dowels. Arrange the strips in a rectangle on a base of plywood or other suitable material, and tack them down. Now, round up your dowels and corral a few at a time inside the fence. Turn on your orbital finishing sander and roll it back and forth on the dowels. The fence strips will keep the dowels from getting away as you sand them quickly and effectively.

-Frederick Koster, Yorktown Heights, N.Y.
HOW TO FIND YOUR WAY THROUGH THE WOODS.

In woodworking, every project is an adventure. You explore the wood, studying its grain, searching for something hidden within.

Your goal is to emerge, weeks later, with a proud souvenir. A planter. A Shaker chair. Or perhaps a rustic chest of drawers.

Ironically, the ease of any woodland journey depends largely on a decision you make before embarking. Your choice of tools.

To this end, a move in the right direction is Skil Woodshop Tools.

Skil Woodshop Tools are a full line of woodworking tools designed to make any project a pleasure.

Every step of the way.

Confidently enter the thickest woods with the new HD 3640 10” benchtop band saw. Its powerful induction motor makes small work of resawing stock up to 7 inches wide. And afterward, navigate intricate curves on the large, tilting table that adjusts from -6° to 50°.

Whatever your plans call for next, the HD 1875 plunge router is sure to be part of them. Its 2/4 hp motor can carve signs, cut joints and trim decorative edges with power to spare.

For accurate, repetitive drilling, the new HD 3580 13” benchtop drill press is exactly what you need. Its exclusive fence can be set a precise distance from the drill bit, to ensure consistency from first hole to last. This unique fence also offers plenty of room to clamp down your workpiece for added support.

When it’s time for assembly, try the innovative HD 1605 plate joiner. Simply cut matching slots, pop in a wooden biscuit, glue and you have yourself a quick, durable joint. Once it’s all together, give your project a once over with the HD 7575 palm grip sander. The 7575 performs an exacting 1/4” orbit 13,000 times a minute for a fast finish.

Next time you explore the woods, bring along the perfect traveling companions—Skil Woodshop Tools. You’ll find those shown here and other Woodshop tools in stores everywhere. Just look for this label.

It’s a sure sign you’re on the road to woodworking success.
**TIPS FROM YOUR SHOP (AND OURS)**

**Continued from page 10**

**Fixture holds frames for easy finishing**
When it comes time for finishing a picture frame, you often end up pushing it all over the benchtop. Most are just too light to stay put while you brush on finish, especially on the edges.

**TIP:** Build this fixture from a piece of plywood and four dowels, and you'll fear frame finishing no more. On the ¾" plywood base, draw a rectangle the same size as the inside of the rabbeted opening in the frame (5 × 7" for a frame that holds a 5 × 7" photo, for example). Drill a ¼" hole inside the pencil line at each corner, angling it outward about 3°. Insert a 4" length of ¼" dowel into each hole. For finishing a frame, press it onto the dowels—the tension created by forcing the dowels toward vertical will hold the frame firmly. You'll be able to reach the edges easily, too.


**Paper mask prevents fogged-up glasses**
You know you should wear a particle mask when you're making sawdust in your shop, but the rigid masks cause your glasses to fog up. Do you have to choose between breathing and seeing?

**TIP:** Disposable paper masks, the kind doctors and nurses wear, work just fine with glasses. They're flat, and look somewhat like a pleated facial tissue. A thin strip of soft metal in the top edge conforms to the bridge of your nose; the elastic bands fit behind your ears to hold the mask to your face. Medical and sickroom-supply dealers sell the masks.

—Judy Coffey, Elk Grove, Calif.

**Continued on page 15**
Klingspor's Sanding Catalogue came about in early 1989. Having manufactured the highest quality abrasives since 1893, Klingspor Abrasives found a way to offer the woodworking hobbyist the same products the largest furniture manufacturers in the world use—truly industrial grade materials.

A simple “Bargain Box” got the whole idea in motion. Twenty pounds of sanding materials left over from our automated manufacturing systems were packed into a box and sold at the unbelievable price of only $29.00 (plus $3.50 shipping and handling)! Some of the more daring woodworkers out there, not knowing what they were getting into, gave this deal a try. In no time, the word was getting out that no other sanding materials compared to the ones offered in the Bargain Box. One thing lead to another and a small catalog was born. Most of you have probably seen, heard of or even ordered from

Klingspor's Sanding Catalogue over the years and the good news is the Bargain Box is still available. You simply cannot get a better deal anywhere—you choose the grits you want in any combination of C=coarse, M=medium or F=fine.

$29 Box of Belts
Choose from $2\frac{1}{2}$ x 16', 3' x 18', 3' x 21', 3' x 24', 4' x 21' and 4' x 24'.

Then to further the story, Klingspor's Sanding Catalogue developed another "Bargain" to show you, the woodworker, the quality of the materials offered and to entice you to order and get the value you deserve from your sanding products. What came about next rocked the whole woodworking industry—the "Box of Belts". How could a mail-order company possibly sell 36 sanding belts for only $29.00 (plus $3.50 shipping and handling)? That's only $.80 per belt—totally unheard of! The most common portable belt sizes are offered: 2$\frac{1}{2}$ x 16', 3' x 18', 3' x 21', 3' x 24', 4' x 21' and 4' x 24' (the 4' wide belts have 30 per box) and the best part is you choose the grits. Extra coarse, coarse, medium, medium-fine, fine and extra-fine grits make this a no-lose situation. There are six belts in each grit pack (five in the 4' wide belts); you choose six of the packs in any combination and you've got your Box of Belts.

If you haven't tried Klingspor's Sanding products, order one of the bargains and get the value you deserve. Or if you'd rather see the entire catalog, simply mail the postage-paid card below for a free 1 year subscription.

ORDER TODAY!
1-800-228-0000

So, see for yourself; prompt delivery, excellent service and guaranteed The Most Sanding Power For Your Money!

Klingspor's Sanding Catalogue
PO Box 3737
Hickory, NC 28603-3737

"Quality Sanding Products for the Professional"
WE’VE GOT A DEAL FOR YOU... AND IT’S WORTH 100 BIG ONES!

JET is offering rebates of up to $100!

Why buy JET? Because up to 100 big ones can be yours when you buy JET's most popular woodworking tools between September 15, 1993 and February 28, 1994. So, get your mug into your local JET dealer, make your purchase, and pick up a rebate coupon.

Don't wait; me and the boys think this is a great deal you shouldn't refuse.

For the name of the JET dealer nearest you, or for more information, call 1-800-274-6848 between 7 AM and 4 PM Pacific Time.

Find out how good the NEW JET really is!
Base makes miter clamps handier to store and use
Your vise-type miter clamps take up a lot of drawer space between uses. It would be handier to hang them up, but they don't lend themselves to that.

TIP: Make a ¾" scrapwood base with a hanging hole for each clamp. Set the clamp on your stock, and trace around it. Leave extra material for the base at the back of the clamp where shown. Bandsaw or scroll saw along the base outline, and drill a 1" (or other convenient size) hanging hole where shown. Attach the clamp to the base. In addition to providing a handy hanging hole, the base elevates the clamp above the bench, making the handles easier to turn.

-David Hague, Warren, R.I.

MORE TIPS FROM OUR WOODWORKING PROS

• Make your blade and router table guards with ¼" polycarbonate. This shatterproof material impressed us so much we specified it for our tablesaw miter jig, shown on page 34.

• Duplicate the stop system from the miter jig shown on page 38, and add it to your radial-arm saw fence for a quick-lock stop for cutting multiple pieces to the same length.

• Cut spline kerfs as illustrated on page 43 to add a bit of decoration and strength to your next mitered picture frame or jewelry box.

---

One Stop Wood Shop

Domestic and exotic hardwood plywood and lumber, marine plywood, over 30 species in stock-all under one roof.

Custom cutting services to your exact specifications with little or no waste at competitive prices!

We specialize in bundling and shipping.

Call (617) 666-1340 today for catalog and quote.

Boulter Plywood Corp.
24-WD Broadway, Somerville, MA 02145
CMT's new 8-piece Rabbeting Kit

Here's a super price on the most versatile Rabbeting Kit on the market. You'll get an 1-3/8"-diameter Rabbeting Bit, 6 top-quality bearings and an allen key to cut 8 of the most useful rabbets.

800-622 1/4" Shank
List: $39.50
SALE: $32.90

800-623 1/2" Shank
List: $46.50
SALE: $35.90

- Baked-on Teflon
- Antisnatch design
- Micrograin carbide edges
- Fatigue-proof steel shanks and bedball
- Shear angles that slice, not chop

Cut 6 depths with one bit simply by changing bearings!
1/2" 7/16" 3/8" 5/32" 1/4" 1/8"

Shipping and Handling $4.00
CMT TOOLS
5465 Stearns Center Blvd.,
Tampa, FL 33634
Call toll-free 24-hours a day:
1-800-531-5559
813-886-1818 FAX: 813-886-6634
Dealer & export inquiries welcome
In Canada call 1-800-387-7005

Ask for our free catalog!

GREAT IDEAS FOR YOUR SHOP

HANDY MITER JIGS

Cutting square and accurate 45° miter joints got a whole lot easier with these angled table-saw miter jigs. The jig marked R on the drawing fits on the right-hand side of the blade as shown above left. The jig marked L, shown above right, fits into the miter-gauge slot on the left-hand side of the table-saw blade.

Use either jig for miter-cutting 45° angles. Or, turn the jig marked L end for end, and use the fence to support pieces when crosscutting them at 90° as shown in the photo above right. Carefully position and glue the 3/4" x 1 1/2" guides in place; the angles cut are only as accurate as the positioning of the guides.

Design copyrighted by WOOD magazine
If Only Leonardo Da Vinci Had An RBI Hawk Scroll Saw.

The Good News Is That You Can.

Leonardo would have envied the superior craftsmanship that goes into every RBI Hawk Precision Scroll Saw. Now you'll create the woodworking projects you've always dreamed of building.

Imagine creating beautiful crafts and toys, tole painting cutouts as well as intricate, detailed fretwork and inlays for chairs, cabinets, tables, and much more. With an RBI Hawk, you'll create projects that will be treasured...year after year.

What size saw is best for you?
We make three sizes of variable speed scroll saws—a 16", 20" and 26" model. Our customer representatives will be glad to assist you in choosing the saw that's just right for the artist in you.

RBI, the renaissance in scroll saw technology.
RBI Hawks are designed and manufactured in the United States for the professional shop and the demanding hobbyist. After all, you're the first one to know that the projects you create are only as good as the tools you use.

RBI has everything you need right at your fingertips.
We also have the very best selection of accessories including blades, instructional and pattern books, and much, much more.

Call 1-800-487-2623 To Order or To Get Your FREE Catalog.

Our Guarantee To You
30-Day Money Back Guarantee
3-Year Warranty
(1 Year on Motor)

RBI Industries
The American Tool Manufacturer
1801 Vine St. • PO Box 369
Harrisonville, MO 64701
**WOOD TRADITIONS IN OTHER LANDS**

**JAPAN**

A YEN FOR SLOW GROWTH

Roughly the size of California, Japan enjoys forest reserves on 68 percent of its land, yet the country imports 70 percent of its wood supply. Why? Because to the Japanese, beauty still ranks as the most important aspect of wood. And in Japan, wood beautiful enough to use in time-honored fashion can’t be hurried to maturity.

Even with today’s emphasis on technology and concrete-and-steel construction, the tradition-minded Japanese who can afford a wood home insists on sugi, a cedar, and *binokoru*, a cypress, for interior millwork and trim. To create the poles of polished, figured sugi that define the tokonoma (place of honor) in a Japanese household, foresters wrap 20-year-old trees in colored plastic or with hambo poles and elastic cords. This eventually imparts *shiboko*, a crinkle figure, in the wood grain and makes the wood more desirable at harvest. Such a post, when dimensioned to 4x4x13’, may be worth as much as $7,000!

To satisfy less wealthy buyers, sugi is sliced into thin veneer, and then applied to imported Douglas fir or pine timbers. The Japanese prefer even a veneer of their favored wood over a solid timber of any imported species. To replace the native hinoki, once represented by vast forests felled during the Second World War, the country imports a similar cypress species from Taiwan and Southeast Asia.

Other species have their historic place, too. There’s keyaki, a hard-wood that looks like elm, for cabinets and house construction. *Tsugi*, a yellowish spruce, dominates home frameworks. For roof beams, carpenters look to *akamatsu*, a red pine. *Kashi*, an oak, becomes cabinets and household implements. Purely decorative elements, such as trim, can be made of *momiji*, a maple. *Kiri*, called royal paulownia in the U.S. where it has become naturalized, has always been made into boxes for storing precious contents. That’s because it swells airtight in the island nation’s dampness. And finally, there’s *kuwa*, a mulberry that’s hard, durable, and perfect for handles and door pulls.

Illustration: Jim Stevenson

---

### FREE Shipping

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Love &amp; Joy</td>
<td>Lg. 27” x 94” w</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deck The Halls</td>
<td>Lg. 26” x 66” w</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With these Happy Helpers you could spread a lot of Holiday Cheer! Small size is great for mantle or wall and the large for yard or front porch. Plans are full scale. Easy to follow instructions include materials list. Order today at 800-765-0176.

Please send: Deck The Halls and Love & Joy Lg. Sm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Zip</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Enclosed is my check or money order for $.

Mail to: TIMELESS DESIGNS

P.O. Box 678

Whitewater, WI 53190

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
What it takes to cut it as a Consumers Digest Best Buy.

You don't get named a Consumers Digest Best Buy without working at it. You have to be an outstanding value. That's the Dremel 1671 Scroll Saw.

The Dremel 1671 has a lot of features that make it a pleasure to use. It has two cutting speeds and a powerful motor that lets you buzz through wood up to two inches thick, as well as sheet metals and plastics.

The sturdy, 12-inch cast aluminum table is adjustable from 0° to 45° for accurate bevel cuts up to 1-inch thick.

Of course, not all the features of the Dremel 1671 Scroll Saw are as obvious. A special mechanism quickly stops cutting action if the blade breaks. And the heavy cast-iron base keeps vibration to a minimum.

So if you're searching for the perfect scroll saw for your craft or other woodworking projects, check out the Dremel 1671.

A 16-inch throat and the ability to cut from both the front and the side, means you can handle large work pieces.

The saw accepts both plain- and pin-end blades, for the greatest possible cutting versatility. The see-through blade guard pivots out of the way for easy blade changing. And a convenient sawdust blower keeps your cutting line clear for accurate cuts.

And see why Consumers Digest placed it a cut above the rest.

For a free copy of the Dremel Scroll Saw Blade Application Guide write to: Dremel, Dept. S-W, P.O. Box 1468, Racine, WI 53406-1468.
**MAKE BEAUTIFUL RAISED PANEL DOORS WITH YOUR... 1/4" or 1/2" ROUTER... 1/2" or 3/4" SHAPER**

Professional production quality bit makes it quick and easy to produce matching rails and stiles — the panel raising bit with ball bearing guide makes the raised panel perfect every time.

**SALE PRICE FOR COMPLETE SET $69.95**

Regular value over $150.00!

**SET ALSO AVAILABLE IN 1/2" SHANK — $79.95 - ITEM #1302**

RAISED PANEL BIT SUPPLIED WITH BALL BEARING 2" Large Diameter

CARBIDE TIPPED 1/4" Shank

**CARBIDE TIPPED ROUTER BITS • PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTION QUALITY GUARANTEED**

**WHEN ORDERING ANY THREE OR MORE DEDUCT $1.00 EACH • FREE SHIPPING IN CONTINENTAL U.S.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM #</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION (ALL 2 FLUTE)</th>
<th>SHANK SIZE</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1305</td>
<td>CLASSICAL - 3/16&quot; Radius - 56&quot; Cutting Length</td>
<td>1/4&quot;</td>
<td>$22.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1307</td>
<td>CLASSICAL - 1/4&quot; Radius - 94&quot; Cutting Length</td>
<td>1/4&quot;</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1308</td>
<td>CLASSICAL - 3/16&quot; Radius - 59&quot; Cutting Length</td>
<td>1/4&quot;</td>
<td>$22.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1309</td>
<td>45° CHAMFER - 3/8&quot; Cutting Length</td>
<td>1/4&quot;</td>
<td>$13.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1310</td>
<td>45° CHAMFER - 58&quot; Cutting Length</td>
<td>1/4&quot;</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1311</td>
<td>45° CHAMFER - 58&quot; Cutting Length</td>
<td>1/4&quot;</td>
<td>$17.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1312</td>
<td>THUMBNAIL - 1/4&quot; Large Diameter</td>
<td>1/4&quot;</td>
<td>$18.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1313</td>
<td>THUMBNAIL - 1/4&quot; Large Diameter</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1314</td>
<td>ROUND OVER - 1/8&quot; Radius</td>
<td>1/4&quot;</td>
<td>$11.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1316</td>
<td>ROUND OVER - 3/16&quot; Radius</td>
<td>1/4&quot;</td>
<td>$11.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1317</td>
<td>ROUND OVER - 1/4&quot; Radius</td>
<td>1/4&quot;</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1318</td>
<td>ROUND OVER - 1/4&quot; Radius</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1319</td>
<td>ROUND OVER - 3/8&quot; Radius</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
<td>$15.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1320</td>
<td>ROUND OVER - 1/2&quot; Radius</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
<td>$17.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321</td>
<td>ROUND OVER - 3/4&quot; Radius</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
<td>$21.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1322</td>
<td>MULTIFORM MOULDING - 13/16&quot; Carbide Height</td>
<td>1/4&quot;</td>
<td>$40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1323</td>
<td>MULTIFORM MOULDING - 2&quot; Carbide Height</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
<td>$40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1324</td>
<td>SLOT CUTTER - 3/8&quot; Deep</td>
<td>1/4&quot;</td>
<td>$14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1325</td>
<td>RABBETTING - 1/4&quot; Deep</td>
<td>1/4&quot;</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1326</td>
<td>RABBETTING - 3/8&quot; Deep</td>
<td>1/4&quot;</td>
<td>$13.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1327</td>
<td>RABBETTING - 3/8&quot; Deep</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
<td>$13.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1328</td>
<td>CORE BOX - 3/8&quot; Large Diameter</td>
<td>1/4&quot;</td>
<td>$11.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1329</td>
<td>CORE BOX - 3/8&quot; Large Diameter</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
<td>$19.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1330</td>
<td>BULL NOSE - 1/2&quot; Diameter of Circle</td>
<td>1/4&quot;</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1331</td>
<td>BULL NOSE - 3/4&quot; Diameter of Circle</td>
<td>1/4&quot;</td>
<td>$21.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1332</td>
<td>BULL NOSE - 3/4&quot; Diameter of Circle</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
<td>$21.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1333</td>
<td>TONGUE &amp; GROOVE - Straight</td>
<td>1/4&quot;</td>
<td>$29.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1334</td>
<td>TONGUE &amp; GROOVE - Straight</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
<td>$29.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335</td>
<td>TONGUE &amp; GROOVE - Wedge</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
<td>$29.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1336</td>
<td>TONGUE &amp; GROOVE - Wedge</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
<td>$29.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FREE — NEW 40 PAGE CATALOG • While in the Philadelphia Area Visit our Fully Stocked Showroom (call for easy directions)**

**CONTROL THE SPEED OF YOUR ROUTER**

**ROUT AT THE SPEED THAT GIVES THE BEST RESULTS WITH THE WOOD AND BIT YOU ARE USING!**

**FEATURES:**
- Works With All Routers 3 1/4 HP or less - 120V 15 Amp.
- Full Horsepower and Torque at All Speeds.
- Gives Your Router a Feature Only Available on Routers Costing Hundreds of Dollars!

**FORSTNER BITS For Perfect Holes**

Forstner bits are designed to drill flat bottom or through holes cleanly in end grain, thin stock, veneers and regular stock. Comes with its own attractive wood box and includes the following sizes: 1/4", 3/8", 1/2", 5/8", 3/4", 7/8". 11/16", 1 1/8", 1 1/4", 1 3/8", 1 1/2", 1 5/8", 1 3/4", 1 7/8", 2 1/8". 16 Piece Set Regularly $79.95 Special Sale $29.95

ORDER SET #1305 Free Shipping in Continental U.S.

To order by Master Charge, Visa, or Discover Call Toll Free, 7 Day - 24 Hour Order Service 1-800-533-9298 or send check to MLCS Ltd. P.O. Box 4053 DX, Rydal, PA 19046
YELLOW POPLAR

The do-everything wood that's priced right

Ask a forester familiar with eastern hardwoods about yellow poplar, and he'll talk about tuliptree. And when a New England architect specifies whitewood, he most likely means yellow poplar. Talk to a lumberman about yellow poplar, though, and you'll both speak the same language because this tree represents the most valuable commercial species of the eastern forests.

Even before the first settlers arrived, New York's Onondaga Indians were very familiar with "the white tree." From its easily worked pale wood, they made canoes and utensils. When colonists arrived, the newcomers learned to craft what they soon called yellow poplar into everything from berry baskets and boxes to trim and furniture.

Today, the wood remains just as versatile. No other species can match yellow poplar's variety of uses. It becomes construction lumber, moldings, plywood cores, drawer sides, matches, piano and organ actions, containers, paper, woodenware, furniture parts, and even caskets.

Wood identification

Yellow poplar (Liriodendron tulipifera) shares the family tree with magnolia. But because of its relatively soft wood, a trait that resembles the true poplars like eastern cottonwood and the aspens, it long ago gained association with these trees.

Growing to its greatest size in the southeastern Appalachian Mountains, yellow poplar reaches heights of 150' and diameters greater than 8'. Frequently, these forest trees will be clear of branches for the first 80' to 100'!

In its range, yellow poplar prefers to grow singly among pines and other hardwoods, rather than in pure stands. But you'll have little trouble recognizing this tree. The sometimes 2"-thick, gray-brown bark of mature trees has deep furrows between its ridges. Summer brings yellow poplar's greenish-yellow, tulip-like blooms among the tree's glossy, saddle-shaped leaves. In winter, yellow poplar's inedible, conical fruit remains on its branches.

At about 28 pounds per cubic foot dry, the wood of yellow poplar weighs two-thirds as much as black walnut. It's also about half as strong and hard. However, the medium-textured wood is straight-grained.

Although the yellow poplar sapwood has a creamy tone, its heartwood ranges in color from tan to gold, often with streaks of blue, gray, and purple. These highlights make up for the wood's otherwise plain grain.

Uses in woodworking

With strength sufficient for most projects, good stiffness, stability, and wear resistance, it can become furniture, trim, toys, and cabinets. For bowls and treenware, it carries no odor or taste. Unless you're going to paint your project, though, limit yellow poplar's use to indoors.

Availability

Abundant throughout its eastern range, yellow poplar becomes less available farther west. Where you find it, expect widths up to 20", thicknesses to 3" or more, lengths to 16', and a cost of about $2 per board foot, even when surfaced. Only lumber is sold.
yellow poplar
*(Liriodendron tulipifera)*

Some woodworkers prefer the often striking colors of yellow poplar's heartwood. (Deep blue or purple streaks indicate mineral stains, a coloration that does not harm the wood.) If you prefer less colorful variation in your stock, specify sapwood or pick through the boards at your supplier for those of uniform tone.

**Machining methods**

Yellow poplar means good news if you like to work wood with hand tools (or would like to learn). It's kind to cutting edges, bits, and abrasives, so you can have some real fun project-building. But if power tools are your approach, keep the techniques in the box below in mind, and the following tips:

- Although yellow poplar isn't as hard as many other woods, it does have a tendency to burn. Use only sharp cutting edges.
- You also can avoid burning by keeping the stock (or the tool) moving at a constant rate. To hesitate allows the cutter to heat up enough to burn.
- Drilling hardwoods usually requires a slower rpm than drilling softwoods. With yellow poplar's tendency to burn, however, you'll want to speed up the process. And in thick wood, or with large-diameter bits, raise the bit occasionally to clear chips from the hole.
- Yellow poplar is a good wood on which to practice your hand-planing skills. With a finely honed cutter, it planes nearly as smooth as glass. Sanding produces equally fine results.
- In joining, the wood holds nails and screws quite well, and it takes all types of glues.
- Staining poses about the only finishing problem you'll have with yellow poplar. As its name implies, the wood does have a yellow (and sometimes green) cast. And the possible color variations in heartwood make results unpredictable unless you first test the stain on scrapwood of the same tone. Clear finishes may require a toner to balance the differing colors of the wood surfaces.
- Yellow poplar rates as about the most paintable wood around, especially with enamels. Water-based paints and clear finishes tend to raise a slight fuzz. A primer, followed by light sanding before the finish coat, will still produce a great look.

**Carving comments**

The straight, even-grained wood of medium density won't threaten even beginning carvers. In fact, it's only a little harder than basswood, and holds details well. Note the finishing comments above though.

**Turning tricks**

Whether you scrape or shear, yellow poplar shouldn't cause you any problems on the lathe. It's great for functional bowls.

**SHOP-TESTED TECHNIQUES THAT ALWAYS WORK**

*Any exceptions and special tips pertaining to this issue's featured wood species appear under headings elsewhere on this page.*

- For stability in use, always work wood with a maximum moisture content of 8 percent.
- Feed straight-grained wood into planer knives at a 90 degree angle. To avoid tearing, feed wood with figured or twisted grain at a slight angle (about 15 degrees), and take shallow cuts of about 1/32".
- For clean cuts, rip using a rip-profile blade with 24–32 teeth. Smooth cross-cutting requires at least a 40-tooth blade.
- Avoid using twist drills. They tend to wander and cause break-out. Always use a backing board under the workpiece to reduce wood tearout.
- Drill pilot holes for screws.
- Rout with sharp, preferably carbide-tipped, bits and take shallow passes each time to avoid burning the wood.
- Carving hardwoods generally means shallow gouge bevels—15°–20°—and shallow cuts...

**YELLOW POPLAR AT A GLANCE**

| Cost | $ $ $ $ $ |
| Weight | ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ |
| Hardness | ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ |
| Stability | ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ |
| Durability | ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ |
| Strength | ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ |
| Toxicity | ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ |
| Workability | ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ |

Look-alike: Birch

Compiled with woodworkers Jim Boelling, Jim Downing, Chuck Hedlund  Illustrations: Steve Schindler
Kansan Jerry Reinhardt and his parade of carved and painted animals bring back fond memories of America's captivating carousels

MERRY-GO-ROUND MENAGERIE

"Like most people, I was a little shaver when I first rode a carousel. That was at Chicago's Riverview Park in the late 1940s. The drive to the city with my parents from our hometown in the cornfields took better than two hours in those pre-expressway days. But the experience was worth it. The huge horses were magnificently carved. Their coats of shiny bright paint and gilt flashed in the lights. And the strains that came from the carousel's grand band organ contributed to the fantasy world. As I remember, I had my favorite steed—a spotless white beauty bedecked with flags, stars, and ribbons. For turn after turn, I was Buffalo Bill drawing applause at

Continued
A roaring Wild West show. Today, Riverview is history. It closed in the 1960s. But its glorious carousel still goes around at Six Flags Over Georgia amusement park near Atlanta.

One of the 160 or so active wooden carousels in North America preserved intact by amusement parks, cities, or museums, the former Riverview merry-go-round reigns as monarch of yesteryear. Created by the Philadelphia Toboggan Co. (which made roller coaster rides, called toboggans back then) in 1908, the 69-horse, 40-ton machine is carefully maintained to provide memories for an untold number of youngsters, and to revive them in adults. Thanks to the caring members of the National Carousel Association (see page 27), who work to faithfully preserve the remaining wooden carousels around the country, there are still many memories to be made.”

Peter J. Stephens
Senior Editor
An example of a Daniel Muller horse, circa 1910.

The wild style of this horse identifies it as a C. W. Parker creation, circa 1914

During the 60-year period from the 1870s to the 1930s, 6,000 or so carousels were manufactured in the United States. Today, however, only a few percent of them survive.

Why were they so popular? And what happened to them all? Jerry Reinhardt knows. He carves miniature replicas of historic carousel horses and other animals—as well as restores full-size ones—at his home in Stillwell, Kansas, and the 60-year old has a deep fascination with their story.

“First of all, carousels were real moneymakers. At five cents a ride, a carousel owner could pay off the cost of a machine in the first year,” says the lanky Kansan. The excitement in his voice hints that there’s a lot more to come.

“Why, on a good summer Sunday, a carousel could take in $250—thats five thousand riders,” Jerry pauses to cut a detail with a V-tool in the basswood animal before him. “And the bigger and prettier the carousel, the more people it drew.

“The trouble was,” he continues, “carousels took a beating. The legs, ears, and manes of the wooden horses and other animals got broken off. Then there was the weather—tough on the paint. So, without regular maintenance and refurbishing, they fell apart. If the cost of fixing one up got too high, the owners tossed it out or burned it. Especially the portable carnival carousels that traveled from town to town—they were built to last only about five years.”

An era of standers, prancers, and jumpers
According to Jerry, the heyday of carousels was a romantic time, literally. “Carousels provided the opportunity for a young, courting couple to get close, yet be proper,” he says, smiling. “The gentlemen had to help his lady up onto the horse, then perhaps put his arm around her for steadiness. In those times, that was daring!”

When most people think of carousels, they see an image of children riding horses going up and down as well as around. Says Jerry, “Many carousels had horses called standers with maybe three of their feet planted. Then, there were jumpers that went up and down. Horses that stood still but had two front legs raised were called prancers.

“The horses had different head positions, too. Looking up, they’re called stargazers. Then, there are tucked heads, and ones that stretched forward as if in wild gallop.” (See photos on preceding page and below.) And it was how this mixture was placed on the carousel that made it an eye-catching attraction.

Gustav Dentzel carved the original of this horse in 1920.
Because carousels were round, placing the animals took planning and a sense of showmanship. What type and size of horse as well as its head and leg position to use at a specific location was dictated by the size of the carousel. That's because each section of the circular carousel was pie-shaped, and the rows of horses had to fit into it. A three- or four-row machine, for example, would have larger horses on the outside row than a two-row machine. On the inside row were the smallest horses.

Then there was showmanship. "American carousels always went around counter-clockwise [in England, the reverse was true], so the right sides of the animals were highly decorated, sometimes with jewels and always with more elaborate carving," Jerry explains. "And most heads turned slightly to the right, with the manes in full view of onlookers.

"In the second and third rows, they usually placed the stargazer horses, because their heads would show," he continues. "The jumpers were in the inner rows, too, often placed so that their action could be seen through the outer horses as the unit turned."

A carousel buff like Jerry also knows that there's a beginning to a carousel, even though it's a round machine. "The ticket taker had to know where to start and where to leave off," Jerry says, glancing at the nearly completed horse on the workbench. "So every carousel had a lead horse on the outside row that was the fanciest on the machine. On the opposite side of the carousel was a horse almost it's equal, just for visual balance."

**Yesteryear's master carvers live on in miniature**

Jerry hung up his naval aviator's wings 19 years ago after 25 years of service. In the Navy, he'd always carved for relaxation no matter what country he found himself in. Back then, though, he had a fondness for simple caricatures in a folk-art style.

In retirement back home in Kansas, Jerry became a building contractor, but never gave up carving and even joined the Kansas City woodcarving club. It was only about 15 years ago, though, that he got into carving carousel horses.

"I was looking for something that I could carve and sell at the Bonner Spring's Renaissance Fair, because everything there has to be from that period," recalls Jerry. "Looking through the encyclopedia, I discovered that carousels came from medieval times. Rough-carved wooden horses were placed on a merry-go-round affair to enable young knights to train for combat! So, I carved a few little horses and stuck them on poles, and they sold."

Demand for Jerry's carousel horses grew from there, and his interest in them matched the pace. Now, he prides himself on their faithful detail. The fact that he gave up the contracting business 12 years ago and has always had at least a six-month backlog of orders shows that buyers appreciate his work.

Although his horses (he also does carousel menagerie animals, as shown above, but all sell for about $400) stand only 11" high, they're as masterful as the full-sized originals. And like the aircraft types he once could recognize just by silhouette, he knows the origin of a
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carousel horse by its shape and style of carving.

For instance, Gustav Dentzel, a turn-of-the-century master carver for the Philadelphia Toboggan Company, made realistic horses with elegant harnesses and trappings. Charles I.D. LOOFF carved elaborate, jewel-becked animals for the then-infant Coney Island in New York, and his flamboyant work came to be called the Coney Island style.

As the large, permanent carousels found in the cities grew in number, the demand rose for traveling ones that could visit rural areas. So, in the late 1800s, a smaller type of carousel horse was developed for portable merry-go-rounds. These country fair-style horses were produced first by the Armitage/Herschell Company of Tonawanda, New York. Then, not far behind, came the "Carry-Us-All" carousels of the C.W. Parker Company of Abilene, Kansas. At first, Parker copied the horses of Armitage/Herschell, but then developed his own style in 1906. By 1914 the Kansas company had a newer style with wild manes, flaring nostrils, and a stretched look. Naturally, there's more to the carousel carvers' hall of fame than can be mentioned here.

**Basswood beauties from merry-go-rounds of history**

In the old days, carousel carvers made their animals from wood that was locally plentiful. Some carved them in yellow poplar, some in pine, some in basswood. Even willow and cottonwood were used. Often, several woods ended up in the same horse because the bodies weren't one-piece, and many were hollow. Jerry, though, carves his solid, and he prefers basswood, air-dried.

"In fact," Jerry points out, "one carver seldom did an entire horse. Instead, several carvers worked on different parts according to their skill level. The head was left to the best carver. That's where the term bead man came from." Jerry's small-scale horses (they're about 1½" to 12") originate from photographs that he takes on location. Or, if the horse is a commission, he'll work from photos that the buyer furnishes. From the photos, Jerry scales out a pattern on paper, then traces it onto a basswood blank, which he saws to shape at the bandsaw. Next comes more sawing, but with a coping saw, as he removes the wood between the legs. From there on, the carving remains on Jerry's workbench until he cuts in the final details with a V-tool or carving knife.

"Now, in a good week, I do three carvings," Jerry comments, turning the nearly finished horse. "And Marilyn, my wife, does all the painting. But I remember when it took me three weeks."

From removing wood with a saw instead of carving it, to the elimination of handsanding (see photos left and below), Jerry has learned efficiency. And one of his lessons came from naval duty in the Phillipine Islands.

"I was up in the mountains of Luzon watching native carvers work a whole log," Jerry recalls,
his voice reflecting the vividness of the memory. "They were Igorots—ex-headhunters—and they carved with tools made from car leaf-springs. Well, they didn’t use clamps, but instead, they had ropes wrapped around the log with a treadle board attached to them. When they needed to work on a different part of the log, they hopped off the board, turned the log, then got back on the board. Years later that I figured out that with ropes and a treadle board, you could hold odd-shaped workpieces." (See photo, right.)

The color and glitter of a carousel out of a bottle
Several years ago, Jerry asked Marilyn if she would mind painting some solid areas on a couple of horses. Now, she’s in charge.
After referring to photos, Marilyn gives the carousel horses their authentic coats in artist’s acrylics. First, though, Jerry sprays on a seal coat of flat white lacquer. “There’s nothing like a base coat to indicate where a little more sanding, cleaning, or even filling needs to be done,” he notes.
Then, after Marilyn’s paint job, each horse receives spray coats of Deft, making it glisten as if it were ready for the carousel’s first ride. Oh, those were the days.

Painted ponies prance on
The National Carousel Association was founded in 1973 in Sandwich, Massachusetts to promote the conservation, appreciation, knowledge, and enjoyment of the art of the classic wooden carousel, and especially the preservation of complete wooden carousels." Today, it numbers over 1,000 members, and has helped preserve and restore old carousels around the nation. For information, write: National Carousel Association, Terry I. Blake, Exec. Sec., P. O. Box 4333, Evansville, IN 47724-0333.

Written by Peter J. Stephano  Photographs: Bob Hawks

Interested in carousel carving?
To find out more about Jerry’s carousel carvings, drop him a line (please include a self-addressed, stamped business-sized envelope) at: Carousel Woodcarvings, 18770 Metcalf, Stilwell, KS 66085.

In her basement painting room, Marilyn adds historically accurate colors to Jerry’s carved animals with acrylic paint. Note her reference photos.
First, a few definitions
Simply put, we refer to any two workpieces as being mitered if they join at an angle and have angled mating surfaces. Although most woodworkers think of a miter joint as two workpieces meeting at a 90° angle, that’s not always the case, as with a pentagon, hexagon, or other shape with more than four sides. In this article we’ll deal with simple miters that require either a bevel or miter cut, but not both as found in a compound miter.

You go about cutting these angles by either miter-cutting or bevel-cutting the workpieces. As shown above, to make a miter-cut you angle your workpiece and set the saw blade 90° to the saw table. To bevel-cut a workpiece, you tilt the blade to achieve the necessary cutting angle. You’ll miter-cut workpieces for projects such as picture frames and clock face frames. With bevel-cut workpieces, you construct projects such as planters, columns, staved bowls, kaleidoscopes, and other turned objects.

How to determine the miter angle
Depending on your project, you’ll determine the cutting angles by either plan-as-you-go or preplanning them. Here’s a look at how and when you use each method:
The plan-as-you-go method works when attaching moldings to surfaces such as the perimeter of a tabletop, or the walls of a room. These surfaces often have corners with inexact angles, so you plan and cut each piece separately.

For each corner, you need to measure and determine the joint angle as shown in the 3-step drawing right. Then, divide the joint angle in half to determine the miter angle.

To attach the moldings, first cut each molding about 1" longer than its finished length toe to toe. Then, miter one end of a workpiece and put it into position. Miter the end of a mating workpiece and check the miters for fit. If they don’t fit precisely, you can either reset your cut angle slightly and recut them or sand away the excess material from the mating workpiece on a disk sander as shown below.

When removing excess material with a disk sander, mark the joint so you don’t remove too much.

Mark the bevel on the unmitered end of the workpiece as shown in the photo on the next page, and make a miter cut at this point. Repeat this process around the perimeter of your project.

The preplanning method works when you’re building a multisided project, such as a picture frame, that doesn’t have to fit around another framework. In these situations, you plan all of the miter cuts before cutting them, using
the formula: miter angle = \( \frac{360^\circ}{\text{number of sides}} \div 2 \). For example, in building a square frame, the miter angle would be \( \frac{360^\circ}{4} \div 2 = 45^\circ \). We did this calculation for six common shapes; you’ll find their miter angles in the chart above.

Make a cutting diagram for miter-perfect results
Your mitered workpieces will look best if the grain pattern appears to run continuously from one joined piece to the next. So with the plan-as-you-go method, attach the moldings in the same order that you cut them.

With the preplanning method, you first calculate the length of each side as shown right. Keep in mind the width of the frame’s rabbet, and calculate the inside dimensions of the frame so that your picture fits snugly into the rabbeted opening.

Now, you can make a cutting diagram like the one below. With this diagram completed, transfer the cutoff marks to your workpiece, and number the workpieces so you can reassemble them in the correct order later. Continued
ON-THE-MONEY MITERS

The keys to quality miter cuts
You can use several tools to cut miters: a tablesaw, radial-arm saw, power mitersaw, or a miter box and handsaw. Whatever tools or method you choose, your saw blade must be sharp and properly aligned for straight, smooth, and chip-free cuts.
Likewise, you need an accurate and rock-steady way to position the workpiece during the cut. To help you accomplish this task, we designed the sliding-table miter jig on page 34. (See the box below for information on how to use this tablesaw-based jig.) If you would like to build a similar, but simpler, jig for cutting 45° miters only on a tablesaw, try the version presented on page 16.

Note: Before making cuts in your actual workpiece, check the accuracy of your cuts on short lengths of scrap stock. To do this, cut all the sides of your project and hold them together with a rubberband as shown above. Then, make any necessary adjustments in the cutting angle of your saw.

How to miter wide workpieces
Depending on your tablesaw, you may not be able to use the miter jigs described in this issue on pages 16 and 34 for cutting wide workpieces. Here we’ll share two examples of such instances, and how we tackled them.
Since the blades on most 10" tablesaws only project 2 3/8" above

How to cut perfect miters with a sliding-table jig

Step 1: Set the jig for a 90° cut, and crosscut the workpieces about 1" longer than their finished length toe to toe. Note that we marked the workpiece number on a piece of masking tape. This saves us the effort of sanding a penciled number from the intricate molding.

Step 2: With the inside edge of the workpiece against the jig's angled fence, make the first miter cut. Be sure to cut the workpiece about 1/2" too long.

Step 3: Set the stop on the other side of the jig for the precise length of the workpiece, and cut the other miter.

Use a miter gauge and backing block to make simple work of crown-molding cuts.
the top surface of a 3/4"-thick sliding table, we lay workpieces wider than 2½" on their back face and bevel-cut them by tilting the saw blade (see photo right). To do this, we built a simple sliding cut-off table for 90° cuts like the one illustrated right.

Crown moldings pose another challenge. If you lay them flat on a fence or sliding table, you need to make a compound cut (angled and beveled). To simplify this operation, we glue a backing block to the molding, enabling us to make a simple miter cut as shown left. Because this molding (with backing block) stands more than 2½" high, we used a miter gauge and auxiliary fence to make the cut.

Call in reinforcements for secure joints
Glue alone will not sufficiently bond most end-grain-to-end-grain joints, so you need to reinforce the joint in some way. The drawings below show you several methods for reinforcing a miter joint. The spline and biscuit reinforcements offer the greatest strength. The dowel and surface spline don't provide quite as much strength, but take little time to complete. (For more information on how to reinforce miters with splines, see the Oak Desk project in the August 1993 issue of WOOD.)

It's a good idea to spline the beveled mating surfaces of nearly any box as shown on the next page. Depending on the miter angle of the joint, you need to tilt your tablesaw blade so it cuts a slot that's perpendicular to the face of the joint. For example, for a square, four-sided box you adjust the blade to 45° and make the cut with the inside surface of the workpiece on the saw table.

But, with projects with more than four sides you need to take a different approach. With these you set the blade at 90° and posi-
ON-THE-MONEY MITERS

Try these tricks for clamping mitered workpieces
For as long as woodworkers have mitered workpieces, they have tried to come up with a better way of clamping them together. Today, you can buy an array of specialized clamps for this purpose, but we've found that the simple methods described here help us handle most situations:

- **Instant glue.** For quick-and-easy clamping, we often use instant (cyanoacrylate) glues to bond miters. First, you need to build a simple gluing jig like the one at bottom. (For shapes with more than four sides, you need to position the guide strips at an angle greater than 90°.)

Then, you apply instant-glue accelerator (to speed curing) to one side of the miter, gap-filling instant glue to the other side of the joint, and hold the workpieces together for 5 to 10 seconds as shown below left. Excess instant glue requires considerable effort to sand away, so if possible avoid glue squeeze-out. (For more information on instant glue, see the article starting on page 62. You can buy instant glue and accelerator at hobby stores nationwide. Or, call Garrett Wade at 800/221-2942 (orders) or 212/807-1155 (information).

- **Clamp blocks.** Instant glues don't come cheap (about $10 for two ounces), so here's a method that works with woodworker's glue. First, build a set of corner clamp blocks (see drawing near right). Clamp one on the outside

With instant glue, accelerator, and a right-angle gluing jig, you can join mitered frames in seconds.

Corner clamp blocks like those illustrated on the next page help your clamps snugly hold miters together.
edge of each corner, apply glue to both sides of the joint, and use another clamp to bring the joint together as shown left.

**Tape.** When pulling together frames with more than four sides, we usually wrap a strip of fiber-reinforced tape (such as duct tape or strapping tape) around the perimeter of the frame. With these tapes you can pull the joints tight without fear of the tape coming loose or breaking. Start by attaching the tape to the outside edge of one piece. Then, butt the toe of this piece to the toe of an adjoining piece. Attach the tape to the edge of the second piece, and repeat this process until you tape all of the pieces together in a straight line. Now, apply glue to all of the mating surfaces, and pull the frame together as shown left.

**Web clamps.** These handy devices prove themselves indispensable when clamping boxes with beveled edges. To clamp four-sided boxes, first make four clamp blocks from 2x4 stock as long as the joint. Cut grooves into the 2x4 as shown top right. Place one clamp block on each corner and secure them with web clamps as shown middle right.

For boxes with more than four sides, use lengths of half-round stock in place of the clamping blocks (we sawed 1" dowel stock). As shown bottom right, these “chairs” prevent the web clamps from crushing the delicate corners on plywood stock.

Written by Bill Krier with Jim Downing
Illustrations: Jim Downing, Kim Downing
Photographs: Hopkins Associates

You can pull miters tightly together with fiber-reinforced tape.

Use corner clamp blocks and web clamps to fasten four-sided boxes.

Half-round “chairs” prevent the straps of web clamps from damaging delicate mitered corners.
To cut accurate miters each and every time without the hassle of making numerous test cuts to constantly verify our miter-gauge setting, we designed this practical jig for the WOOD magazine shop. And, boy, does it work! The main components included are the one-piece plywood BASE and the two FENCES with adjustable STOPS.

The pivoting twin fences allow us to cut both left and right miters without changing settings. Opposing fences are also necessary to miter-cut molded trim on both ends. Miter jigs with only one fence can perform this operation only on flat stock. In addition, these pivoting fences lock positively without a tendency to creep when tightening the lock knob.

The adjustable stops on the fences provide a range of miter-cutting pieces from 0 to 46" long. The polycarbonate STOP PLATES provide a positive stop for mitered ends of stock up to 4" wide. The locks on the aluminum stop bars provide "creep-free" positioning.

For safety, we used a POLYCARBONATE GUARD to provide a dust and chip-free view of the cutting action, and positioned the large PUSH HANDLE well above the blade height. We’ve also added a SAFETY STOP permanently attached to the side of the tablesaw extension to prevent the jig from moving too far forward and having the saw blade accidently cut through the rear support. Similarly, the sliding table support holds the jig on the table so it doesn’t drop off the operator end of the tablesaw when pulled back.
Start with the base

**Note:** We built this jig to fit our 10" Delta Unisaw. The width of the base (A) may vary depending on your particular saw. The base should be wide enough to overhang the left-hand saw-table edge by 1½", allowing enough room to attach the safety stops.

1. Using the dimensions on the Parts View drawing on the next page, measure carefully, and lay out the outline for the base (A) on a piece of 3/4" plywood (we used birch).
2. Mark the centerpoints for all the holes shown on the drawing. Drill the holes to the sizes stated.
3. Cut the base (A) to shape.

Add a guard for safety

1. Cut the front and rear supports (B) to size. Mark and drill a pair of countersunk mounting holes in one support for attaching it to the handle (D) later.
2. Clamp the supports to the base where shown on the Exploded View drawing. Drill mounting holes, and screw (no glue) the supports to the base.
3. Cut the guard top plate to size from ¼" polycarbonate, using the dimensions on the Exploded View drawing. (Although ¼" acrylic would work, we used polycarbonate because of its shatter resistance.) Mark the locations and drill and countersink mounting holes through the polycarbonate.
4. Cut the two rails (C) to size. Drill mounting holes and screw them to the polycarbonate panel. Then, screw the polycarbonate panel/rails to the supports (B).
5. Transfer the full-sized handle pattern to a piece of 1½" stock, and cut the handle (D) to shape. Rout ¼" round-overs on the handle where shown on the Exploded View drawing.
6. Remove the guard (B, C, and polycarbonate plate) from the base. Clamp the handle to the guard. Using the previously drilled holes in the rear support as guides, drill ½" pilot holes into the handle. Screw the handle to the guard. Reattach the guard assembly to the base.

**Bill of Materials**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Finished Size</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Mat.</th>
<th>Qty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BASE ASSEMBLY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A base</td>
<td>9/4&quot;</td>
<td>27½&quot;</td>
<td>40&quot;</td>
<td>BP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B supports</td>
<td>1¼&quot;</td>
<td>4&quot;</td>
<td>4&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C rails</td>
<td>1¼&quot;</td>
<td>25¼&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D handle</td>
<td>1½&quot;</td>
<td>3&quot;</td>
<td>8¼&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E guides</td>
<td>9/4&quot;</td>
<td>9/4&quot;</td>
<td>22&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOPBLOCK ASSEMBLIES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F stopblock</td>
<td>9/4&quot;</td>
<td>9/4&quot;</td>
<td>21/4&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G stop</td>
<td>1½&quot;</td>
<td>1½&quot;</td>
<td>1½&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H spacer</td>
<td>1&quot;</td>
<td>1½&quot;</td>
<td>1½&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FENCE ASSEMBLY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I angle guides</td>
<td>9/4&quot;</td>
<td>8&quot;</td>
<td>9½&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>BP</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J fence supports</td>
<td>9/4&quot;</td>
<td>2&quot;</td>
<td>7½&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K fence</td>
<td>1½&quot;</td>
<td>3&quot;</td>
<td>26&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L fence retainers</td>
<td>1½&quot;</td>
<td>1½&quot;</td>
<td>26&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M stop</td>
<td>1¼&quot;</td>
<td>2½&quot;</td>
<td>3&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Width of guides (E) determined by width of the tablesaw miter-gauge slot.

**Materials Key:** BP = birch plywood, B = birch

**Supplies:** 9/4" T-nuts, 8x1/4" panhead screws, 6x1½" flathead wood screws, 6x1¼" flathead wood screws, 6x1½" flathead wood screws, 6x1½" flathead wood screws, 8x2½" flathead brass wood screws, 9/4" T-nuts, 1/4" carriage bolt, 1/4" carriage bolt, 1/4" flat washers, 9/4" flat washers, 1/4" dowel stock, 1/4" aluminum bar stock, brass floor flange bolt trimmed to 2¼" long, 1/4"-thick polycarbonate for guard and fence stops, 6 threaded knobs.

Continued
**Miter Jig**

**Time for the miter gauge guides and stop**

1. Cut a pair of miter-gauge guides (E) to fit snugly into the miter-gauge slots in your tablesaw.
2. Attach the guides to the bottom of the base (A) ensuring that the saw blade is centered on the base and that the base slides back and forth on your tablesaw's slots easily and without wobble. (We rubbed paraffin wax on the wood guides so the base assembly slides smoothly and effortlessly in the tablesaw miter-gauge slots.)
3. Position the base assembly on your tablesaw, and cut a kerf through the 1 1/4" hanging hole and down the center of the base, stopping just before the blade cuts into the rear support (B).
4. Cut the stop pieces (F, G, H) and 1/4 x 1 x 2 1/2" aluminum retainer to size.
5. Drill a mounting hole through the stop (G) and your tablesaw table, and bolt part G to your tablesaw table about 1" from the end. See Positioning the Stop Block drawing for reference.
6. Position the jig base (A) on the tablesaw where the saw blade rests at the end of the kerf in the base and next to the rear support (B). Attach the stopblock (F) to the bottom side of the base (A) next to the stop (G) bolted to the saw table. The stopblock/stop combination (F, G) is designed to stop the jig before the blade cuts through the rear support and so the jig doesn't go over the back edge of the tablesaw.
7. Attach the retainer spacer (H) and aluminum retainer to the bottom of the tablesaw base. The spacer/retainer assembly holds the jig horizontal so it doesn't drop off the operator end of the tablesaw when the operator pulls the jig towards himself.

**Construct the angle guides**

1. Cut two pieces of 3/4" birch plywood to 8 x 10" for the angle guides (I). Tape the two angle-guide blocks face-to-face with double-faced tape.

---
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2 Using the Parts View drawing for reference, lay out and cut the two angle guides (I) to shape.
3 Mark the two 7/16" hole centerpoints on the taped-together pieces. Use a compass to mark the outline of the 7/16"-wide slot between the 7/16" holes. Drill the 7/16" holes at each end of the slot. Using a scrollsaw or jigsaw cut along the marked lines between the holes to form the slot. Sand the slot edges.
4 Use a wood wedge to pry the pieces apart. If the tape bond resists, use lacquer thinner or acetone to weaken the tape.
5 Cut the fence supports (J) to shape, and form a 7/16"-wide slot in each. Screw a fence support to each angle guide. As noted on the drawing, the left-hand guide is shown; the right-hand guide is a mirror image.

### HOLE/RECESS DETAIL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hole</th>
<th>Recess</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/4&quot; hole</td>
<td>11/2&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**STEP 1**
- Drill two 1/2" holes 11/2" deep on centerpoints
**STEP 2**
- Chisel sides of recess
**STEP 3**
- Drill a 7/8" hole from top

1/2" hole 1/2" deep with a 1/4" hole centered inside, drilled before cutting groove in J
1/4" flat washer
Threaded knob
1" groove 1/8" deep

---

6 Crosscut a pair of 1/2" dowels to 1 3/8" long. Glue one in each angle guide (I) where shown on the Angle Guide drawing.

**Let's add the fence assemblies and stops**

1 Cut the two fence pieces (K) and four retainers (L) to size from solid stock.
2 Mark the centerpoint on each fence piece (K), and drill a 1/2" hole 1/2" deep with a 1/4" hole centered inside where shown on the Fence drawing for the 1/4 x 2" carriage bolt. The carriage bolt that goes through this hole will be used to connect the fence (K) to the fence support (J).
3 To drill the hole and recess for the stop lock-down mechanism (we're using a brass floor flange toilet bolt trimmed to 2 3/8" long for this), follow the procedure in the Hole/Recess detail at left.
4 Cut or rout a 1" groove 1/4" deep centered along the length of each fence piece (K) where shown on the Fence drawing below.

---

**FENCE (Left-hand fence)**

- Threaded knob
- 1/4" flat washer
- 1" groove 1/8" deep
- Brass toilet bolt
- 1/4 x 2" carriage bolt

Sand or file end of toilet bolt if necessary to fit into recess in bottom of (K) before gluing (L) to (K)

**HANDLE PATTERN**
5 Glue and clamp the retainers (L) to the fences (K) keeping the inside edges of the guides 9/8" apart the length of the fence. See the Fence Assembly Section View for reference.

6 Using the Fence Stop drawing for reference, cut the stops (M) to size. (For safety when machining, we started with a piece 1 1/4 x 3 1/2 x 10" and cut a pair of 1" rabbets 1/4" deep along one face. Then, we crosscut two 3"-long sections from it.) Check the fit of the stops (M) between the retainers (L). The stop should slide back and forth easily without an excess of free play.

7 Cut two 1/4 x 3 x 4" pieces of polycarbonate to act as stops plates. Drill a pair of countersunk mounting holes in each, and screw the stops plates to the bottom of the stops (M) where shown on the Fence Stop drawing.

8 Crosscut two pieces of 1/4 x 1" aluminum bar stock to 25" long. Drill a countersunk pair of mounting holes in each bar where shown on the Fence Stop drawing. Screw the stops (M) to the aluminum stock.

9 Trim a brass floor flange toilet bolt to 2 5/8" long, and insert it into the recessed hole in the bottom side of fence (K) where shown on the Fence drawing. You may need to sand or file the head of bolt slightly to fit into the recess. Slide a washer onto the top of the toilet bolt, and add a threaded knob. Turn the knob clockwise to pull the brass toilet bolt up against the bottom of the aluminum bar, locking it in place.

Marking the angle reference marks

1 As shown in Photo A on the opposite page, position and clamp a straightedge perfectly square to your saw blade on the jig base. (As shown in the photo, we used an adjustable triangle to accurately locate the straightedge. See the Buying Guide for our source of this handy device.) Mark a reference line across the jig where shown on the Parts View drawing. Leave the straightedge clamped to the base.

2 Position the pivoting fences (minus the stops) on the base.

3 Align both fences parallel to the marked reference line. Mark a second reference line along the FRONT EDGE of the fences. Use this line to position either fence for crosscutting at 90°.

4 As shown in Photo B at far right, use the adjustable triangle to accurately position the fence. Then, mark reference lines onto the base, using the BACK EDGE of the fence as a straightedge. (We marked reference lines at 15°, 22.5°, 30°, and 45°.) Repeat for both sides of the jig.

How to use your new jig

Review the four drawings below to determine our method for making miter cuts and crosscuts.
Buying Guide

**Miter jig hardware kit.**
Screws, toilet bolt, bar stock for fences and safety stop, polycarbonate for guard and stops, nuts, bolts, and washers. Kit no. WM-MJ, $14.95 ppd. Miller Hardware, 1300 M.L. King Pkwy., Des Moines, IA 50314 or call 515/283-1724 to order.

**Adjustable triangle.**
8" model, stock no. 8211-8, $19.37 ppd. The Art Store, 600 M.L. King Pkwy., Des Moines, IA 50312 or call 800/652-2225 or 515/244-7000 to order.
True-to-Tradition Picture Frame

Note: The larger, more traditional frame shown here was miter-cut to fit a 14"x20" piece of artwork. For other sizes, you'll need to change the frame size.

We made the inside maple frame first so we could size it around our artwork. Then, we cut and fit the outer walnut frame around the maple frame.

Here's how to make the maple inside frame
1 From ⅝" maple (we planed thicker stock to this thickness), cut two pieces each measuring 1¼" wide by 42" for the inside frame parts (A). Note that the dimensions given in the Bill of Materials are for the initial size of the lineal stock. To machine the stock for the four inside maple frame pieces, we found it easier to work with two 42"-long pieces rather than one 84"-long strip.)
Cut or rout a ¼" rabbet ½" deep along one edge of each piece. See the Section View detail accompanying the Exploded View drawing for reference.
2 Mark the miter-cut locations on the maple (we used a combination square), and check the marked cutlines against the artwork to verify the length of the pieces. Adjust if necessary. Miter-cut the four maple pieces (A) to length. (You can get one 22½" piece and one 16½" piece from each 42"-long strip. We test-cut scrap first to verify an accurate 45° angle.)
3 Glue and clamp the pieces together, checking the frame for square and ensuring that the top and rabbeted surfaces are flush.
4 Later, remove the clamps and remove any dried glue from the corners. Then, finish-sand both surfaces of the maple frame.

Now, for the walnut outer frame
1 For the walnut frame, cut two pieces to ¾"x1½"x52" for parts B, two to ¾"x1½"x52" for parts C, and two pieces to ½"x1½"x52" for frame parts D.
2 To contour the front surface of the B strips, bevel-rip one face of each at 16° where shown on Step 1 of the three-step drawing on the top of pages 42 and 43.
3 Position the blade on your tablesaw ½" above the surface of the saw table. Following Step 2 of the drawing, clamp a straightedge to your saw table. Slowly feeding the stock against the straightedge into the blade, cut a shallow cove along each B strip as shown in Photo A and to the shape shown in the Section View detail.
4 Using Step 3 of the drawing as a guide, use a palm sander to sand
Every year we receive numerous letters from readers interested in framing their own artwork or photos. The reason? Prices for quality picture frames have soared through the roof. But by building one or both of these good-looking hardwood frames, you can pocket a lot of change—and learn some practical woodworking techniques to boot. Come on—let's get started.

5 With the back edges flat, glue and clamp one C strip and one D strip to one of the contoured center strips (B) where shown in the Section View detail. Immediately remove any excess glue from the front contoured edge of the frame blank. Repeat the process to laminate the remaining three pieces for the outer frame.

6 Cut or rout a ¼" rabbet ½" deep along the inside edge of the walnut outer frame blanks where shown on the Section View detail.

7 Miter-cut one short and one long length of frame from each walnut lamination to fit around the maple frame.

8 Glue and clamp the miter-cut walnut pieces around the maple frame. Remove excess glue.

9 Apply a clear finish to the frame, and later add a sawtooth hanger to the back of it. Add the artwork and hang.

---

The areas noted to finish shaping the profile of the B strips.

**Bill of Materials**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Initial Size of Frame Stock</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Qty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>¾&quot; 1½&quot; 42&quot;</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>¾&quot; 1½&quot; 52&quot;</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>¾&quot; 1&quot; 52&quot;</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>½&quot; 1½&quot; 52&quot;</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Material Key: M-maple, W-walnut

Supplies: sawtooth hanger, clear finish
True-to-Tradition Picture Frame

**STEP 1**
Bevel-rip stock

- **3/16"**
- **3/8"**
- **3/4" x 1 1/2"**
- **Fence**
- **Tablesaw**
- **Saw blade tilted 16° from vertical**

**STEP 2**
Cut 1/16"-deep cove

- **Blade raised 1/16" above saw table**
- **26°**
- **10" tablesaw**
- **Center of blade**
- **1 1/2"**
- **11 1/2"**
- **Straight board clamped to 10" tablesaw**
- **Beveled surface down, thin edge next to fence**

**Catchy-Corners Photo Frame**

*Note: The frame shown here was made to fit an 8"x10" photograph. For other sizes you'll need to change the frame size accordingly.*

**First, machine the stock and assemble the frame**
1. Cut a piece of 3/4"-thick stock (we used genuine mahogany) to 1 5/8" wide by 50" long.
2. Rout a 3/4" chamfer along one edge of the 50"-long piece.
3. Rout or cut a 3/4" rabbet 3/8" deep along the same edge (opposite face) of the stock. See the Frame detail for reference.
4. Miter-cut the pieces to length. (We test-cut scrap first to verify an accurate 45° angle.)
5. Glue and clamp the pieces, checking that the frame is square and that the top surfaces are flush.

**Now, cut the spline kerfs**
1. Attach a miter-gauge extension to your miter gauge. Using the
Clamp a straightedge in place, raise the blade \(\frac{1}{8}\)" above the saw surface, and cut a cove in the frame stock.

**STEP 3**
Sand high spots to form a curved profile

**CUTTING THE SPLINE KERFS**

Angle miter gauge 45° from center. Mark outside kerf location at one corner, and align marked kerf with saw blade. Clamp stopblock in place, position fence, cut opposing corners, adjust stopblock, and cut remaining corners. Repeat for middle and inside kerfs.

1. **Plane or resaw maple until its thickness (\(\frac{1}{8}\)"") fits into the kerfs.** Next, rip \(\frac{7}{16}\)"-wide strips, and crosscut 12 pieces 4" long each.
2. **Glue one of the \(\frac{1}{8}\times\frac{7}{16}\times4\)" splines into each \(\frac{3}{8}\)"-deep kerf.** Check that the splines bottom out in the kerfs. After the glue dries, trim the splines flush with the outside edges of the frame. (We clamped the frame to our workbench, and used a dovetail saw to trim the ends of the splines to within about \(\frac{1}{16}\)" of the frame edges. Finally, we used a palm-grip sander to sand the splines flush with the frame's edges and front surface.)
3. **Rout a \(\frac{3}{8}\)" chamfer along the outside front edge of the frame.**
4. **Finish-sand the entire frame and add the finish.** From \(\frac{1}{8}\)" stock (we used plywood) cut the back to fit the rabbeted opening.

Produced by Marlen Kemmet
Project Designs: James R. Downing
Photographs: John Hetherington
Illustrations: Kim Downing
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If you're a woodturning fan with a ceiling fan or two hanging around the house, here's one for you. These nifty scrapwood pulls give you a satisfying session at the lathe as well as classier pull chains. You can use them on your lamps, venetian blinds, or curtains, too.

Note: We sized the holes in our pulls to accommodate ceiling fan chains. To make pulls for lamps, venetian blinds, or other items, size the holes appropriately.

When he turns fan pulls in his Joliet, Illinois, woodturning shop, project designer Dick Sing starts with 1\(\times\)1\(\times\)2\(\frac{1}{2}\)" blanks cut from hardwood scraps. "You can alter the dimensions to fit stock you have," Dick points out, "and, of course, you can use any species." After cutting the blank, mark the center on one end. Stand the blank on its other end on your drill-press table. (Put a piece of scrapwood under it.) Grip the blank with a handscrew clamp, and drill a \(\frac{5}{16}\)" hole \(\frac{1}{2}\)" deep at the center. Change to a \(\frac{3}{16}\)" bit, and drill through the blank on the same center.

The \(\frac{3}{16}\)" hole accepts the standard \(\frac{1}{4}\)" beaded chain usually found on a pull switch; the \(\frac{5}{16}\)" counterbore conceals the chain end clip. Drilling the holes before turning the pull provides a convenient

---

**We used these tools and supplies**

- **Stock**
  - Hardwood scrap, 1\(\times\)1\(\times\)2\(\frac{1}{2}\)"

- **Lathe speeds**
  - Turning, sanding: 1100–1400 rpm

- **Lathe tools**
  - Drill chuck or 3" faceplate
  - Rotating cone tail center
  - Gouges, \(\frac{5}{8}\)"", \(\frac{1}{4}\)"", and \(\frac{1}{2}\)"
  - Skew, \(\frac{1}{2}\)"
  - Parting tools, \(\frac{1}{16}\)" and \(\frac{1}{8}\)"

---

**FAN PULLS FULL-SIZED PATTERNS**

Brown lines represent burnt-in lines on pulls.
way to mount the blank on the lathe and ensures that the turning ends up concentric with the holes.

**Friction drives for turning**
You can dig in a gouge or snag a skew just as easily on a small turning as on a large one—some say it's even easier. Friction drives prevent such lapses in technique from doing damage—the turning simply stops spinning when it catches on a tool.

A friction drive also makes mounting and dismounting the work a snap. That's why production turners often rely on it.

For this project, Dick devised a simple friction drive utilizing a 1/2" drill chuck. If you don't have such a chuck for your lathe, you can set up a drive with a 3" faceplate.  

**With a drill chuck.** Cut a 1 1/2" dia. circle from 1/8" stock (Baltic birch plywood will do the trick), and drill a 3/16" hole through its center. Install your drill chuck on the lathe headstock. Chuck a 3" length of 3/8" dia. brass, steel, or aluminum rod into it, letting about 1" extend past the jaws. (A 3/8" twist drill works fine for the rod; just clamp the fluted part of the bit in the chuck jaws and let the plain end stick out.) Slide the wooden disc against the jaws.

**With a faceplate.** Alternatively, attach a 1 1/2"-thick auxiliary faceplate to a 3" faceplate. Mount the assembly on the lathe, turn the face true, and locate the center. Drill a 3/16" hole 1" deep straight into the center of the auxiliary faceplate. Turn a 1 1/2"-diameter tenon about 3/4" long for the drive surface, where shown below. Insert a 2" length of 3/16" diameter brass, steel, or aluminum rod into the hole. Glue it into place with cyanoacrylate adhesive or epoxy.

**It's time to pull it all together**
To mount the workpiece on either drive, slide the small hole in the blank over the rod on the drive fixture. Install a revolving cone center in the tailstock, and move it into position (see the example in the Drill Chuck drawing below). The cone will self-center in the larger hole as you tighten the tailstock.

Select one of the designs from the templates opposite page or sketch a template of your own design. Then, round down the blank with the 1/2" gouge. At the tailstock end, form the bottom of the pull, cutting as close to the cone center as you feel comfortable. Shape the profile with gouges and skews, but don't complete the rounded top yet.

Work with a light touch and sharp tools, cutting rather than scraping (see Turning Between Centers, WOOD® magazine, October 1993). If your turning stalls too easily, tighten the tailstock to increase the friction between the drive fixture and the workpiece. Be careful not to overtighten; the cone tail center will act just like a splitting wedge if you force it into the stock with too much gusto.

Cut decorative grooves with the point of a skew or a parting tool laid flat on the tool rest. You also can burn-in the grooves for an additional accent. To do that, cut a 12-18" length of light, solid wire (18 gauge or thereabouts). Tie each end to a handle, such as a 3" length of dowel or scrapwood. With the lathe running, press the wire into the groove and hold it there until friction burns the wood.

Sand the completed turning. Complete the rounded tip with the skew. (You can cut right down to the rod; it will keep the turning from flying off the lathe.) Spray on clear lacquer or dip the turnings in an oil finish.
Watch closely when television cameras cover life in snow-covered Lillehammer, Norway, during the Winter Olympics. You'll probably spot many of the items shown here. That's because Norwegians take pride in a wood tradition that goes back to the Vikings.

Archaeologists unearthing the nearly intact remains of a Viking ship from a farm called Oseberg, near Toensberg, Norway, in 1904 discovered, among other things, a wealth of wooden artifacts within. The Oseberg Ship, now housed in an Oslo museum, yielded a carriage, furniture, and all types of household and personal items, each of such craftsmanship to indicate that carving and woodworking was a leading art form in 800-1050 A.D. And throughout the following centuries, it was from that 1,000-year-old tradition that Norway's self-taught craftsmen drew inspiration.

**With but an ax and a knife**

Factories born of the Industrial Revolution began to draw Norwegians to the cities in the late 19th century. But before that, they mostly lived on farms where they practiced self-sufficiency. They raised their food, built buildings, and made their own tools, utensils, and furniture—mainly of birch, spruce, and pine. And they did this without the specialized tools of the trained wood craftsmen found in the cities.

A royal decree in effect from the late-17th century to the late-18th century actually made it illegal for anyone except members of the professional craftsmen's guild to own refined tools. So, for about 100 years, Norway's "hobby" woodworkers made do with axes and knives. Yet, they developed fine skills with these simple tools.

Norwegian home woodworkers learned to take advantage of misshapen wood, such as twisted branches, curved limbs, and oddly formed burls. With an ax and a knife, it was easier to finish off a preformed crooked branch into a coat hook or scythe handle than to shape one from straight wood. Also, the grain in the natural piece—because it followed the form—was stronger than that in a piece of wood worked to that shape. These items were decorated in the Viking way by chip-carving, relief, incising, or burning.

This carved birch-burl cup features decoration called kolrosing or barkrosing in Norway.
FOLK CRAFT IN WOOD

But in the years following World War II, economic circumstances changed in Norway. Handmade wooden articles, such as treenware and containers, were gradually replaced by manufactured items made of metal or plastic. And when the wooden articles were no longer being used regularly in the home, the skills required to make those articles faded. Now, though, the old skills are once again being practiced as a growing number of woodworkers learn them in government-sponsored programs and schools.

A craftsman of old ways
Modern-day craftsman Kåre Herfindal (sounds like CORE-ah HAIR-fin-doll) grew up on a farm near where he now lives in Voss, Norway. His boyhood was spent in an era when making wooden objects for the home was an eco-

tonomic necessity. "If my mother needed a new cup or container of some kind, my father made it out of wood," Kåre, 58, recalls.

He remembers hikes up into the surrounding mountains with his father, a jack-of-all-trades who didn't throw away anything that might later come in handy. "Dad always carried a small handsaw in his backpack," Kåre says, "and harvested birch limbs to bring back home. A branch that had been formed into a U-shape might be just the bend he was looking for when it came time to fashion a hook for coats or harnesses."

Kåre inherited the same appreciation of wood, and after secondary school, he realized that creating things from natural materials could become a career. So, he went to a teacher's college to study "forming," a subject combining industrial art with fine art.

After graduation, the young craftsman continued learning by taking summer courses that covered a wider variety of traditional woodworking techniques. For instance, Kåre mastered cooper-

ing, and how to make tiner (bentwood containers similar to Shaker boxes). To get materials, he once again found himself in the woods and mountains of his childhood.

And what Kåre learned and continues to learn, he passes on both to his students and to his three sons. "I think it's important to relay not only the specific techniques, but also the cultural and historical traditions behind them," he comments.

The Nordic craftsman also practices what he preaches by crafting and selling bentwood containers, hooks, clamps, and other items made from naturally shaped wood, as shown in the photos below. Kåre's customers—tourists and fellow Norwegians—represent the growing number of people who enjoy things out of a pre-plastic past.

The large ladle, carved from birch, sells in Norway for $73 (U.S.)

In Norwegian, tiner means lidded containers made of thick wood vencer.

This bentwood piece could be used as a flour scoop or a bread basket.

Kåre crafted this C-clamp (about 7" across) from a curled birch branch.
We've seen a great many bookcases in our travels around the country, but none more good-looking and versatile than this one. And should you ever have to relocate, you'll find the modular pieces making up the bookcase a breeze to take apart and reassemble. On the opposite page we show a four-high system.

The instructions here are for the two-high unit shown below.

To build the four-high bookcase, see the Bill of Materials and Cutting Diagram on page 74.
Start by forming the edge-joined oak shelves

1. From 3/4”-thick hardwood (we used oak), edge-join enough narrow stock to form three panels measuring 13” wide by 44” long. You’ll use one panel for the upper shelf, another for the middle shelf, and the third for the lower shelf (all labeled A).

2. Rip and crosscut the three shelves to 12½” wide by 42” long. Sand both faces of each panel.

3. Mark a 2½” radius on each corner of each shelf. (See the Parts View drawing below for reference.) Cut and sand the corners to shape. If you do this on the bandsaw, you'll need a helper to support the long panels when making the corner cuts. Using a pencil, label one shelf UPPER, another MIDDLE, and the third, LOWER. Labeling the parts now helps ensure the correct machining to the proper face of each shelf later.

4. Drill four 5/16” holes ½” deep into the bottom side of the upper shelf, using the same centerpoints used to mark the 2½”-radiused corners. Using a wide-blade screwdriver, drive a ½”-threaded insert squarely into each of these holes until the notched end of the insert is flush with the bottom surface of the shelf where shown on the Threaded Insert detail accompanying the Exploded View drawing.

5. Switch bits, and drill 5/16” holes through the middle shelf and lower shelf, again using the hole centerpoints you marked earlier. You'll slide the all-thread rod through these holes later when assembling the modules.

6. Make start and stop marks for the grooves (2½” from the ends) along the back edge on the bottom side of the upper shelf, both sides of the middle shelf, and top side of the lower shelf where dimensioned on the Parts View.

7. Fit your router with a ½” straight bit and edge guide. If you don't have an edge guide, clamp a straightedge (a straight board will work) to the shelf. Rout a ½” groove ¾” deep along the back edge of each shelf where marked. You'll use these grooves to house the plywood backs (E).

---

**PARTS VIEW**

Stop groove where it meets with tambour columns

---

**C TAMBOUR SUPPORT CAP**

3/4” holes, countersunk

5/16” hole

17/16”

8 1/4”

11 1/8”

5/16” hole

---

**F FOOT**

2” hole 3/4” deep on bottom side

5/16” hole

---

**A SHELF**

1/4” groove 1/4” deep

5/16” holes in lower and middle shelf,
1/16” holes 1/2” deep into bottom of upper shelf

---
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8 Rout ¼" round-overs along the top and bottom edges of each shelf. Sand the shelves smooth.

Now, let's cut the tambour strips to size
1 To make four tambour support columns, you'll need 56 strips (B) per column, or a total of 224 strips for the four columns. (We cut about 240 strips, giving us extras to substitute for strips with defects.) To form the strips, plane thicker stock to ⅞" thick. Crosscut the ⅛"-thick stock to 29" long.
2 Set the fence on your tablesaw ⅞" from the inside edge of the blade (for smooth cuts, we used a 40-tooth, carbide-tipped saw blade). Rip 120 of the ⅞×⅛×29" strips (B).
3 Complete the B parts by crosscutting two 14"-long strips from each of the 29"-long strips.

Glue and clamp the oak strips to the canvas
1 Build the Tambour Clamping Jig shown in Step 1 of the Making the Tambour drawing.
2 Cut four pieces of lightweight canvas to 12×30".
3 Starting at the end of the jig with the end cleat, position 56 of the ⅞×⅛×14" strips, best face down, on the jig where shown in Step 2 of the drawing. Place waxed paper under the first three and last three tambour strips. Use a pair of bar clamps to tightly clamp the strips against the end cleat to remove any gaps between the strips. Then, clamp a ⅛×2×12" stopblock in position to hold the strips tightly together.
4 Mark a line 1" in from the tambour-strip ends, and spread a thin, even coat of glue on all of the strips between the pair of marked lines. Place a piece of 12×30" lightweight canvas on the glued strips where shown in Photo A on page 52 and Step 2 of the drawing at right. Smooth out any wrinkles or bubbles in the canvas.

Continued
EXPLODED VIEW

MIDDLE SHELF

UPPER SHELF

BACK

TAMBOURS

A

CUTTING DIAGRAM

*Plane or resaw to 7/16" thick, and then rip to 3/16" wide
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Cover the canvas with waxed paper. Next, clamp a piece of ¾×12×24½” plywood to the top of this assembly to press the tambour strips uniformly against the canvas as shown in Photo B and Step 3 of the drawing. Leave the assembly clamped overnight. Remove the clamps and tambour, and repeat to form the remaining tambour assemblies.

Remove the tambour assembly from the jig, and sand the wood side of each tambour until the pieces are flush with each other and all machining marks are gone. (We first belt-sanded the tambour with 80 and then 120-grit sandpaper. Next, we used a palm sander and 150- and 220-grit sandpaper to finish-sand the tambour.)

Build the tambour frames for a supporting role

1. To build the tambour support frames, cut the support caps (C) to the shape shown on the Parts View drawing. Cut the uprights (D) to size.

2. Using the Parts View drawing for reference, mark the centerpoints and drill four holes in each top and bottom support cap (C).

3. Glue and screw the supports together in the configuration shown on the Tambour Support Frame drawing. (We used a framing square to check that the edges of the top and bottom caps [C] were perfectly aligned.)

4. To wrap the tambour around the frames, drill ⅜” holes from the ends of the first two tambour strips where shown on Step 1 of the Assembling the Columns drawing on the opposite page.

5. Spread glue on the mating edges and wrap the tambour tightly around the frame where shown in Step 1 of the drawing. Start the first strip centered on the radiused ends where shown.

6. After gluing and wrapping the tambour completely around the support frame, clamp a pair of clamp blocks to the top and bottom of the assembly where shown.
in Step 2 of the drawing below left. The clamp blocks hold the ends of the tambour strips flush while the glue dries. Repeat the process to form each column. Drive brads into the last two tambour strips in the wrap to hold them firmly in place.

7 Using a hobby knife, trim the excess canvas from each column. Set the brads, and fill the holes with putty. Sand smooth.

8 Belt-sand the top and bottom surfaces of the column flush. Hand-sand a slight round-over on the exposed edges of the tambour pieces where they wrap around the frame radiused ends.

Cut the backs, and put the pieces together

1 From \(\frac{3}{8}\)" oak plywood, cut the backs (E) to size. Notice that the grain runs up and down on the backs where shown on the Exploded View drawing.

2 Cut two pieces of \(\frac{3}{4}\)"-thick stock for each foot (F) to the shape shown on the Parts View drawing. If you don’t have a 2" Forstner bit to form the holes in the bottom pieces, drill blade start holes and cut the openings with a scroll saw or jigsaw. Glue the pieces face-to-face with the edges and ends flush. Sand the edges smooth.

3 Drill \(\frac{3}{8}\)" holes through each foot where shown on the Parts View drawing.

4 Finish-sand all of the pieces. Stain the components and apply a clear finish.

5 Using a hacksaw, cut two \(3\frac{1}{4}\)"-long pieces of \(\frac{1}{4}\)" all-thread rod. Assemble the bookcase in the configuration shown on the Exploded View drawing. To prevent scratching the floor, make sure that the bottom of the all-thread is above the bottom surface of the feet where shown on the detail accompanying the Exploded View drawing. Trim the all-thread rod more if necessary.
Professional painter Wade Sundeen tackles much of the finishing work for projects that appear in both WOOD® magazine and our sister publication, Weekend Woodworking Projects®. Many times, he brushes on a paint or varnish, with results that rival the smoothness of sprayed finishes. Read on and discover how you, too, can apply finishes like a pro.

First things first:
Buy the right brush
With price tags in the $10–$25 range, high-quality brushes don’t come cheap. So, the temptation to buy a less-expensive brush in the $1–$10 range can be quite strong. Our advice: Buy the best available brush and you will be rewarded many times over in better results and time savings. And remember, high-quality brushes will last years if you take care of them properly. (We’ll cover this important topic in depth later.)

As shown below, you can buy brushes with either synthetic bristles (nylon, polyester, or a nylon/polyester blend), or natural (animal hair) bristles. Remember to purchase synthetic-bristle brushes for water-based finishes and latex paints, and natural-bristle brushes for oil-based varnishes, polyurethanes, enamels, and brush-on lacquers. The reason: Because of their pores, natural bristles will absorb loads of water, making them puffy and hard to control. And, oil-based finishes will attack and break down synthetic bristles.

Although brush manufacturers use the hair of many animals, including skunks, horses, badgers, and oxen, you only need commonly found black or white China-bristle brushes (made from hog’s hair) for most finishing tasks. It makes no difference if you use black or white, but many professionals use black-bristled brushes for paints, and white for clear finishes, just to keep them separate.

You can buy brushes from 1" to 4" wide in ½" increments, but you’ll rarely need a brush wider than 3". You’ll have better control with a narrow brush, so save...
How to select, use, and clean this trusty finishing tool

When to use something other than a good brush
At times, it just doesn’t make sense to use a good brush. One such situation is when you’re working on a project so small that it takes you more time to clean a brush than it does to apply the finish. Then, use inexpensive disposable bristle brushes or foam brushes (we especially like the latter for applying stains). Or, get an exceptionally smooth coat with an aerosol finish.

A cutting pot serves as a handy container during finish application and brush cleanup.

the larger sizes for big projects such as tabletops. Keep in mind that a brush will sprawl, meaning it will fan out when you use it as shown opposite page. So, a 3" brush will actually cut a swath about 4" wide. Wade Sundeen typically chooses a 1"-wide brush for moldings, spindles, and other areas with tight spots, a 3" brush for large surfaces such as tabletops and doors, and a 2"-wide brush for surfaces between these two extremes. For most woodworking applications you can get by with 1" and 2" brushes.

Finally, you can buy brushes with the bristles cut either perpendicular to the handle (straight brush) or at an angle (sash brush). Use a straight brush for most tasks, and save the sash brush for times when you have to reach into corners and other tight spots.

Here’s what makes a high-quality brush
You’ll have an easy time finding the best brushes at your local hardware or paint store—they cost the most. But what separates them from the less-expensive brushes? Here’s a top-to-bottom analysis of what to look for in a good brush.

Although split ends may not look good in your own hair, these flags help a brush smoothly spread finish with minimal brush marks. The bristles should be varying lengths so that the brush smoothly tapers toward the top as shown in the middle photo on the opposite page. Cheap brushes have bristles chopped off in distinct layers.

The best brushes have durable, stainless-steel ferrules that won’t rust or fall apart. The ferrule should be nailed or screwed to a wooden handle that’s long enough to give the brush good balance. Although less-expensive brushes come without a package, or in a throwaway container, high-quality brushes have reusable keepers for maintaining the shape of the bristles during storage.

Let’s brush up on some basic techniques
Even the best brush won’t do you much good unless used correctly. These tips will help you get smooth results job after job:

• Unless you intend to use all of the finish in a container at once, pour only what you’ll need for the job at hand into a cutting pot (a fancy term pros use for an empty can). This way, the debris picked up by the brush won’t contaminate the original container.

• Wade prefers old paint cans, the type with plastic tubes on the handles for comfort. He cuts off the indented rim of the pot with a can opener so that finish doesn’t collect there, and holds it as shown left, with his thumb securely around the plastic tube.

• If you must pour unused finish back into its original container, always strain the finish with a commercial strainer (available at paint stores) or an old nylon. With water-based clear finishes, you must strain them before each use to keep coagulated chunks of the finish off your project.

• To get a super-smooth appearance, add a paint conditioner to your finish before applying it. These products help the finish flow uniformly without causing runniness or decreased coverage as thinners might. They also reduce the drag on brushes or rollers, and make finishes flow

Continued
through spray equipment with greater ease. Wade uses Penetrol with oil-based finishes, and Floetrol with latex paints. (The Flood Company manufactures both products. Call 800/321-3444.) He adds about one ounce of each product to a quart of finish, and may increase the percentage for thick-body finishes. You can buy the products at paint stores such as Sherwin-Williams and Glidden, and at many hardware stores. For water-based clear finishes, use the manufacturer’s recommended flow-out additive.

- Never dip the bristles more than halfway into the finish. Doing so overloads the brush and increases the chances of the finish running onto the ferrule and your hand.

- Place the brush in a plastic bag during short breaks as shown opposite page to keep the finish from drying out. Doing this also saves you one more cleaning.

- Let’s face it: there’s little mystery to the method of stroking a paintbrush back and forth. Just hold the brush in a comfortable position, and keep an eye out for drips and runs. After applying a finish, lightly drag the tips of your brush through it. This technique will usually decrease the size of the brush marks.

- Carefully plan the sequence in which you brush the parts of your project. Generally, it makes sense to start with the parts farthest away from you (such as the inside of a cabinet) so that your clothing doesn’t touch wet areas as you brush. If a project has painted and clear-finished surfaces, apply the clear finish first. Then, you can cleanly wipe up a spilled drip on a clear area.

**A surefire system for cleaning and storing brushes**

To keep his brushes as good as the day he bought them, Wade follows this five-step cleaning and storage process:

**Step 1:** Pour all of the remaining finish out of your cutting pot and add solvent (water for water-based finishes, or the appropriate solvent for oil-based products) to a depth of about \( \frac{1}{4} \)". Gently pull the brush up the sides of the pot as shown top and move it from side to side to clean it and the pot. Do not mash the bristles!

**Step 2:** Fast-drying finishes may become crusty and resist your rinsing. At these times, use a wire brush to clean this residue off of
the ferrule and bristles. To do so, push the wire brush toward the tips of the bristles as shown opposite page, middle. Skip this step if your brush has no dried finish on it.

**Step 3**: Gently wring out the bristles as shown opposite page, bottom. Repeat Steps 1 and 3 at least three more times, or until the solvent runs clear.

**Step 4**: Knock out the last traces of solvents by tapping the brush against the toe of your boot as shown below.

**Step 5**: Run a brush comb (available at paint stores) through both sides of the brush, pushing it away from the handle as shown below right. Repeat this step three or four more times to straighten the bristles and keep them from matting together.

---

4. **Knock the last traces of finish out of the brush by rapping its handle against the tip of your shoe.**

5. **A brush comb can help you keep the bristles straight and prevent matting.**

---

Gently dry off the brush (so it's damp, not wet) with a rag and replace it in its keeper. Hang the brush until you use it again.

**Tip**: Wade suggests that you never rinse out a natural-bristle (animal hair) brush in water, or a synthetic-bristle (nylon or polyester) brush in mineral spirits. Doing so may damage the bristles and cause them to puff out, making them less effective.
Oklahoma woodcarver Bob Grufik could easily call his turtles snappers—folks just snap 'em up at carving shows. Here's how to carve one of Bob's popular little creatures for yourself.

Transfer the full-sized body top view, opposite page, including the lengthwise centerline, to your carving stock. Cut out the blank with a bandsaw or scrollsaw.

Along each edge of the blank, draw a line between the neck and the tail, \( \frac{1}{2} '' \) from the top. Mark a line along the edge of the head and neck about \( \frac{3}{8} '' \) from the top, and another on the tail, \( \frac{1}{8} '' \) from the top, where shown below.

Carve the head and tail to thickness. First, stop-cut where indicated by the dotted lines on the Turtle Blank drawing. Then carve the head and tail down to the depth line drawn around the edge. Leave the top surfaces flat.

**Shape the turtle's shell**

Next, rough out the shell. Starting between the arrowheads on the centerline, slope the surface down and away from the centerline to the line on the edge of the body. The no. 7 and no. 5 gouges work fine for establishing the rough shape. Take deep cuts with the no. 7 to remove wood quickly, shallower cuts with the less curved no. 5 for finer shaping.

Control cutting depth by taking advantage of the tool's beveled edge. With the beveled part of the gouge blade rubbing against the wood, raise or lower the tool's handle to vary the depth of cut.

Beyond the arrows, carve toward each end, leaving a ridge about 1" long at the center of the shell. You won't be able to carve much at the front yet, but you can begin to form an arc in the shell over the turtle's neck.

Carve the shell surface slightly concave, as shown in the Body Front Section View. And don't worry about getting both sides of the shell exactly alike; perfect symmetry ranks right up with a vacuum on the list of things Mother Nature abhors.

As you work from the sides of the shell to the front and back, you'll encounter changing wood-grain direction. Going against the grain...
CARVE THIS TORTOISE IN NO TIME FLAT

Tools and supplies

Stock
Basswood, butternut, or other carving wood
1x2 3/4 x 5"

Gouges
10mm no. 7 palm
8mm no. 5 palm
3mm no. 11 U-sciper

V-Tools
3/16" no. 13 (90°)
1mm no. 12 (60°)

Knives
Bench knife

Finishing supplies
Optional: woodburning tool, acrylic paints

FULL-SIZED PATTERNS

HEAD
FRONT VIEW

HEAD
TOP VIEW

BODY
FRONT VIEW

Shell pattern

Centerline

BODY
top VIEW

Blank outline

1/8" hole 3/16" deep for legs to fit into

Carve shallow reliefs
eye location (on side)

BODY
SIDE VIEW
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leaves a rough surface, and you could dig in and break out a chunk of your carving. To avoid that, alter your position or turn the carving (sometimes you’ll need to do both) so you’re always cutting with or diagonally across the grain. In end grain, make shallow shaving or planing cuts.

By this stage, your turtle’s shell should look somewhat like a tiny circus tent that’s billowing up at one end. Smooth the surface—make it reasonably smooth, not too smooth with the no. 5 gouge and your knife. Just remove the deepest of the gouge marks in the surface, and create a relatively even edge.

**Take a little off the sides**

Now, form the overhanging rim of the shell by cutting back the edge of the turtle’s body. Mark the line of the shell by rubbing the side of your pencil lead around the corner of the shell. Draw a line parallel to the marked edge and about ¼” below it.

With one wing of the large V-tool against the side of the body and the tool’s corner on the line, carve away the lower part of the body, as shown below. Undercut the edge of the shell by about ¼” at the sides and over the tail, but not at the front just yet. Around the tail, stop-cut, then carve from the bottom of the turtle with your knife. An X-acto knife with a no. 11 blade comes in handy for carving between the tail and the shell.

Pare holes for the legs where indicated on the body drawings, placing the top of each hole right under the rim of the shell. Angle the holes toward the front or back as shown, and aim each one upward, roughly parallel to the slope of the shell.

The 3mm U-veiner will do the job; just rotate it as you push the end straight into the wood, shown below. Go about ¼” deep. Clean out the hole with the tip of your knife.

**Pare the rings around the neck**

Starting about ½” back from the point at the front of the head, pencil in the neck rings and head (the tinted area of the pattern). Refer to the Body Side View, and sketch in the head and neck on the edge of the blank.

Round the neck to about ½” diameter, re-marking the locations of the rings as you carve. Now, form the rings, starting with the large one. Stop-cut the line between the head and large ring and the one between the rings. Then, with your knife, make angled slicing cuts from the middle of the ring down to the stop cuts on each side.

Similarly cut the back of the head to form a V-groove between the head and the ring. Carve the smaller ring using the same method. You should now have two roughed-out rings with a narrow V-groove between them, as shown opposite page, bottom.

Shave the front of the sloping shell top so the surface stands about a rim thickness above the neck. Form the slight arch over the neck, and then complete undercutting the shell on the front of the body. Carve a sharp V-groove (actually, more of a half-V) where the neck joins the body.

**Make both ends neat**

With the turtle neck shaped up, turn your attention to the head. Study the head in the top- and side-view illustrations. Notice that it looks almost like a pentagon in the top view, but more like a slightly misshapen bullet in side view. The turtle is looking upward, so the top of the head and the straight portion of the bottom angle up from the neck.

Shape the long curve on the bottom of the head. Then round off the bottom corners, creating a U-shaped cross section. Mark the eye locations on the sides of the head, and carve from behind them back to the neck on the sides and top. Starting from in front of the head.
eyes, bring the head to a point. Re-carve the rounded bottom corners, as necessary.

On top of the head, carve two shallow lengthwise reliefs on either side of the center (lifting out a thin shaving with the tip of your knife works best). Blend the resulting ridge into the top of the head and on out to the nose. At the same time, form the two eye bulges atop the head.

Round the edges of the tail, and gently curve the bottom of the turtle. Carve from the center of the bottom to each edge, reducing the thickness of the body at the edge below the overhanging shell to about \(\frac{1}{4}\)". Round the bottom corners, and blend in the neck and tail.

**Add some sturdy turtle legs**

With the wood grain running the length of the turtle, the legs would be carved across the grain if carved as part of the body. Thus, they would be fragile and weakly attached. Separately carved legs with the grain running lengthwise solve the problem.

Lay out the legs on four pieces of \(\frac{5}{16}\)"-square stock about 3" long (for ease of handling). You can whittle the leg stock from the scraps left over when you cut out your blank.

Sketch the leg side view onto one face of each piece. Slice off the angled end first, then carve the leg to shape with your knife.

Make the feet about \(\frac{5}{16}\)" wide, and shape the legs to an oval cross-section \(\frac{1}{4}\)" wide and \(\frac{3}{8}\)" thick.

Whittle the long end to a tenon that fits into the leg holes on the body. Cut each tenon to about \(\frac{1}{4}\)" long, and fit the leg to the body. Glue the legs into the holes with woodworker's glue or cyanoacrylate adhesive.

Blend the legs into the body. Inspect the carving, and clean up any fuzzy areas or rough cuts. Sand as necessary. To maintain the look of hand-carving, don't sand all of your tool marks away.

**Finish it your way**

Now, you have a number of choices for finishing your turtle. You can paint the carved, sanded turtle in realistic or fanciful colors. Or, carve the shell with the decorative motif shown. You can further dress up the carved shell with stain, paint, or woodburning.

To carve the design shown, draw the pattern onto the turtle's shell. Carve the lines with the small 60° V-tool. Be careful of the changing grain direction as you V-tool the lines, shown above left.

The radial lines near the rim pose a problem: You'll probably break a chunk from the edge of the shell when you cut toward the unsupported edge with the V-tool. For best results, carve those lines with your knife. Holding the knife at a 60° angle to the surface, cut carefully along the line toward the edge. Then, starting at the rim, cut along the line in the other direction to slice out a V-shaped groove without any damage to the shell edge.

Accent the carved design with woodburned lines in the bottoms of the V-grooves. Also woodburn rings on the tail, the V-grooves on the neck, the toes (burn deep enough to actually separate the toes at the ends), the speckles on the legs, and the mouth and eyes.

For a painted turtle, use acrylic colors. Thinned paints applied over bare wood will yield a muted, aged look. For brighter colors, coat the carving with a white acrylic gesso or similar undercoat first, then paint.
What woodworkers need to know about...  

Some woodworkers speak of “instant glue” and “hot glue” when they talk about cyanoacrylate adhesive. That’s not just because the real name looks like such a tongue-tangler (It’s not; just say sigh-anno ack-rill-late). It’s because those nicknames describe the stuff so perfectly. Fast, strong, and—once you get the hang of it—easy to use, cyanoacrylate (CA) adhesive has met a growing array of industrial needs for decades. Now, home woodworkers are benefiting from this hot-shot adhesive.

Just what is this stuff?
Cyanoacrylate ester, instant glue’s active ingredient, derives from acrylic acid, a versatile chemical that figures in products as diverse as sweaters and shower doors. CA glue, a watery liquid, can be compounded with thickeners for added body. Curing by chemical reaction occurs in seconds with thin CA, but may take up to a minute in thickened formulations.

Full bond strength can reach 5,000 psi (about 40 percent stronger than yellow glue) on a clean, dry surface. As with other adhesives, damp, dirty, or oily surfaces reduce bond strength.

Here are three keys to success with CA glue
• Choose the right formulation. You can choose from among three types of instant glue: regular CA, a thickened gap-filling variety, and super gap-filling glue, an even thicker version.

Some woodworkers speak of “instant glue” and “hot glue” when they talk about cyanoacrylate adhesive. That’s not just because the real name looks like such a tongue-tangler (It’s not; just say sigh-anno ack-rill-late). It’s because those nicknames describe the stuff so perfectly. Fast, strong, and—once you get the hang of it—easy to use, cyanoacrylate (CA) adhesive has met a growing array of industrial needs for decades. Now, home woodworkers are benefiting from this hot-shot adhesive.

Regular CA works great on tight-fitting joints, but we have found the medium-viscosity gap-filling type best for all-around woodworking. (But don’t count on gap-filling CA to make up for sloppy joinery. The glue bridges only those gaps measured in thousandths of an inch, such as slight surface imperfections.)

• Apply it correctly. Don’t go overboard when applying CA; it doesn’t respect the “more’s better” rule. The ideal application rate: one drop of glue per square inch of joint. Too much leads to longer curing times or no curing.

Use CA glue at room temperature, applying it to one side of the joint only. A spiral pattern works well when gluing large parts, a squiggly line for narrower pieces. Make a tighter spiral or closer squiggles when the adhesive readily soaks into the wood; widen your pattern to apply less glue on less porous surfaces.

A good joint, like the one holding the two pieces of bird’s-eye maple together, will be virtually invisible.

Three sure strategies for joining wood with CA glue
• Accelerator first. Spray a mist of accelerator onto the mating surface of one piece (Part A). When it dries (it will in a flash), apply glue to Part B. Join the parts and hold until the glue cures. (Shown in the three photos, right.)

You probably won’t have time to reposition the parts before the glue cures. If you need adjustment time, use the next method.

• Accelerator last. Apply gap-filling glue to one mating surface and assemble the parts. (Don’t try to wipe away squeeze-out—you’ll most likely glue your finger or
ADHESIVE

Make a perfect joint by following these three steps:

1. Spray accelerator on Part A. A light mist is all that's needed.

2. Next, apply glue to Part B of the joint. Gap-filling glue shown works great for most woodworking joints.

3. Finally, assemble the parts. Hold with hand pressure until glue cures, usually in a few seconds.

For precise alignment, hold parts together and let regular cyanoacrylate seep into the joint. A shot of accelerator speeds up curing.

wiping rag to the project.) Align the pieces, then mist the edges of the joint with accelerator. Hold until the glue cures.

• The seep-in method: Join tight-fitting, precisely aligned parts with standard thin CA glue. Spray accelerator on the joining surface of one piece, and assemble the parts. Hold them together, and apply thin CA along the joint line as shown above, allowing it to seep into the joint. Wait about 10 seconds for the glue to cure.

Where to get it and store it
Woodworking stores, mail-order tool and supply houses, and crafts-supply dealers sell CA glue, accelerator, and debonder/solvent. The glue costs about $10 for a 2-oz. bottle (the size shown in the photos); accelerator, about $5 for 3 oz. (the size shown); debonder, about $6 for 2 oz. A 3-oz. bottle of accelerator should be enough for a 2-oz. bottle of glue.

A 2-oz. bottle of CA glue has a shelf life of about one year at room temperature, two years for a new bottle stored unopened in your freezer. Don't, however, refrigerate glue that has been opened; that will introduce moisture and shorten shelf life.

You can unglue, too
You already know that this stuff will glue your fingers to the project, to each other, or to almost anything else within reach. So, be careful, but be prepared. Buy some debonder, a solvent for CA.

In addition to undoing accidents and cleaning up, debonder lets you separate parts that have been glued together. Simply apply it to the joint. The parts will separate cleanly, but not quite as quickly as they went together.

WHAT CAN I DO WITH IT?

Here are some places where CA will shine in your shop. You'll discover plenty more as you go.

• Project building: Assemble mitered joints, glue splinters or splits, attach moldings, and bond other materials to wood.

• Jigs and fixtures: With CA, you can stick shop aids together instantly rather than waiting hours for ordinary glue to dry before you can use a jig.

• Woodturning: Glue turning stock to an auxiliary faceplate for a no-delay start on a turning.

• Woodcarving: Before carving delicate areas, soak the wood with CA to strengthen it.

Photographs: John Hetherington
WHAT A SHOW-
A grand display for small items

You'll need a 3 3/16" x 3 3/16" x 4 3/16" clear-plastic show box, available from many craft-supply dealers or our Buying Guide source.

First, machine the base (A). Tilt your table saw blade 45° away from the rip fence. With the fence 5" from the blade (at table level), saw chamfers on both edges and both ends of one side of the stock, best face down.

Install a 3/8" core-box bit in a table-mounted router. Refer to the Routing the Base drawing, and rout both edges and both ends on the unchamfered side of the base.

The resulting four grooves delineate a square at each corner of the base; these squares serve as legs. Rout out the waste between the legs with a 1/4" hinge mortising (or straight) bit. Set the cutting depth to 3/4", and move the fence to 1 3/8" from the bit center.

Rout with each edge and end of the base against the fence. Move the fence about 1/2" farther from the bit, and rout again. Continue until only the feet remain. Sand the base smooth.

Now, remove the lid from the 3 3/16" x 3 3/16" x 4 3/16" clear-plastic box. Miter-cut four stops (B) to fit snugly around the rabbeted box top. Assemble the four stops, gluing the miter-cut corners with cyanoacrylate glue. Glue the assembly to the base.

With the base completed, turn to the top. First, saw a 3/8" 45° chamfer along each edge of a 3/4" x 6" x 12" piece of stock. (We started with stock this size for safety and convenience.)

Then, install a 3/4" straight bit in the table-mounted router. Refer to the Routing the Top drawing, and machine the chamfered side of each edge. Rip 1 1/4" from each edge, forming two pieces of stock for the top segments (C).

Tilt the tablesaw blade to 22 1/2°. Bevel-cut four facets, forming a shallow peak on one end of a 1 1/4" x 1 1/4" x 12" workpiece. (Laminate stock, or use a turning square.) Crosscut 3/8" from the tip to make part D.

Miter-cut four top segments (C) to fit tightly around the top ornament (D). Glue the parts together, clamping them with a heavy rubber band. When dry, sand the bottom side flush, and finish-sand.

Finish the base and top assemblies. Center the bottom of the plastic box on the underside of the top, drill where shown, and drive in a roundhead brass wood screw from inside the box.

**Buying Guide**

*Photograph: John Hetherington*  
*Illustrations: Kim Downing*  
*Project Design: Larry Johnston*

---

**Bill of Materials**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Port</th>
<th>Finished Size</th>
<th>Material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A base</td>
<td>3/4&quot; x 5/8&quot;</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B* stops</td>
<td>3/4&quot; x 1/2&quot;</td>
<td>4/5&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C* top segments</td>
<td>3/4&quot; x 1/2&quot;</td>
<td>3/4&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D* ornament</td>
<td>1 1/2&quot; x 1 1/2&quot;</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Make these pieces longer initially; cut them to finished length in accordance with the how-to instructions.

Material Key: W-walnut
You can wade right into this project without any fear of getting in over your head. Our heron clock goes together quickly and simply, and it looks great standing on a shelf or hanging on the wall.

Cut parts A and B 1" longer than the sizes shown in the Bill of Materials. On each inside face, ¾" from the front edge, saw or rout a ¼" groove ¾" deep for part C.

Miter-cut parts A and B to length, keeping the groove to the inside. Cut part C to finished size. Then assemble parts A and B around C, glue, and clamp.

Cut part D to size. Draw on it a vertical centerline and a line perpendicular to the centerline 3⅜" from the bottom. Scribe a 5"-diameter circle (2½" radius) centered on the lines' intersection.

Now, lay out 12 equally spaced points around the circle for the hour markers. Here's one way to do it: Without changing your compass setting, step off a series of six arcs around the circumference of the circle, starting where the vertical line intersects the circle. Then, step off six more arcs starting from the horizontal line's intersection with the circle.

Photocopy the full-sized number patterns (you'll need five ones, two twos, and two sixes). Lay out the numbers inside the circle, keeping them vertical. Space the numbers visually, adjusting them for a pleasing appearance. Then, adhere them with rubber cement.

Photocopy the full-sized heron silhouette pattern. Fasten it to the
stock, placing the top of the head at the top edge of the wood. Drill blade start holes, and scrollsaw the numbers. Saw the interior parts first on those numbers that have them. Then cut out the silhouette, beginning with the small inside cuts. (We used a no. 4 blade, 0.033×0.014" with 15 teeth per inch for all cutting.)

Sand the assembled frame and front. Glue the cut-out face into place on the front. Spear the small center pieces for the 4, 6, 8, 9, and 0 on the tip of an X-acto knife to glue them into place. Cyanoacrylate (CA) adhesive works great for attaching those small inside pieces.

Snip the teardrop-shaped ends from the clock hands. Cut the cat-tail hands out of veneer that contrasts with the clock face, and attach to the metal hands with epoxy or CA glue.

Drill a 1/16" hole at the center of the clock circle. Sand the clock face as necessary, and apply a clear finish overall. When the glue has dried, insert the clock movement, secure with the nut provided, and install the hands.

**Buying Guide**

- **Clock parts.** Movement with hands and battery, product no. 71220, $7.75 ppd. in U.S., Klockit, P.O. Box 636, Lake Geneva, WI 53147, or call 800/556-2548.

Project Design © Bill Zaun
Photograph: John Betherington
Illustrations: Kim Downing

---

**Bill of Materials**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Finished Size</th>
<th>Mat.</th>
<th>Qty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A* sides</td>
<td>1/4&quot;×2 1/4&quot;×14 1/8&quot;</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B* ends</td>
<td>1/4&quot;×2 1/4&quot;×7 1/2&quot;</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. front</td>
<td>1/4&quot;×6&quot;×13 1/8&quot;</td>
<td>BP</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. face</td>
<td>1/4&quot;×6&quot;×11 3/4&quot;</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Start with longer stock, and cut to finished length in accordance with how-to instructions.

**Materials Key:**
- W-walnut
- B-birch
- BP-birch plywood

---

**Full-sized wooden clock hands**

**Full-sized heron pattern**
DON'T LET WOOD IRRITATE YOU
A guide to handling toxic stock

Just like wild mushrooms, not every species of wood may agree with you. But unlike avoiding some forest fungi, you can still work potentially irritable wood. Here's how.

In Canada years ago, several families in a community suffered stomach upset when they drank the water that ran off their new western red cedar roofs. But you don't actually have to ingest wood or its derivatives and extractives to feel the effects of a few species.

All some people have to do is touch cocobolo to break out in a crawly, rash. Even jewelry made of olivewood, rosewood, and certain other exotics, can set off a reaction from the wearing. (For a comprehensive list of irritable woods, see "What You Should Know About Toxic Wood," WOOD®, magazine, December 1989.)

How troublesome wood can affect you
Wood dust from any species isn't good for you. That's why installing and running a dust-collection system helps you play it safe. But the dust of some woods can really be irritating, causing sneezing and even near-asthmatic respiratory problems. Prolonged, unprotected exposure to such wood can cause nasal cancer, too. Most people's reactions, though, take the form of a rash on exposed skin.

Here's why: Some woods, called primary irritants, provoke a reaction in anyone, provided you handle them often and long enough. Satinwood falls into this category. Others, dubbed sensitizers, will only give you a rash if you're allergy prone to one or more chemicals in those woods. And it might take repeated contact to develop this sensitivity. All rosewoods fall into this category. But no matter the species of wood and your personal sensitivity level, to avoid trouble, there are precautions you can take.

Trouble-saving tips
Your odds of reacting to potentially toxic wood tumble from a frequency of 1 in 100 to a whole lot less when you follow these few simple, shop-proven practices:

Keep cool. Provide sufficient ventilation to keep the temperature down and limit dust-collecting perspiration on your skin.

Avoid dust. Run your dust-collection system, or if you don't have one, wear a government-approved (NIOSH) dust mask that covers the eyes, too. And rub the rim with petroleum jelly for a tight seal.

Dress tight. Wear a long-sleeved shirt buttoned at the wrists and neck. Even a cap helps, especially if you're getting somewhat slight of hair.

Cover up. Wear tight-fitting gloves that cover your wrists, or rub a barrier cream such as DuPont's Protek on your hands and other exposed skin areas.

Stay clean. Wash, even shower, thoroughly at the end of the work session, using a good non-abrasive soap. If you do happen to break out in a rash or otherwise feel discomfort, even after following these tips, cease working the suspected wood and contact an allergist or dermatologist. And always be sure to mention that you're a woodworker.

Don't pass off problems
Remember, even though not all people develop the same reactions to toxic wood (if they react at all), don't take chances by using potentially harmful species for functional items such as bowls, plates, or goblets, or jewelry that will come in contact with the skin.

Illustration: Jim Stevenson
WINGS OF GOLD

The famous eagle artistry of world-renowned artist Gilroy Roberts portrayed in an emblem of strength and power.

The American Eagle. The ultimate symbol of those things we value the most. Our history. Our pride. Our American ideals. Now brought to life in a bold ring bearing the original art of Gilroy Roberts, former Chief Sculptor of the U.S. Mint.

Sculptured in solid 14 karat gold. Hand-set on a field of genuine onyx. Showcased on a band of solid sterling silver richly coated in 22 karat gold. Issued at $195, payable in convenient monthly installments. Wings of Gold, a proud possession today...a treasured heirloom for generations to come.

 Satisfaction Guaranteed

If you wish to return any Franklin Mint purchase, you may do so within 30 days of your receipt of that purchase for replacement, credit or refund.

Please mail by January 31, 1994.

The Franklin Mint
Franklin Center, PA 19092-0001

Please send me Wings of Gold by Gilroy Roberts, to be crafted of solid sterling silver richly coated with 22 karat gold, hand-set with genuine black onyx and a solid 14 karat gold eagle.

I need SEND NO MONEY NOW. I will be billed for a deposit of $39* prior to shipment of my specially imported ring and for the balance, after shipment, in 4 monthly installments of $39* each.

*Plus my state sales tax and a one-time charge of $3 for shipping and handling.

SIGNATURE ___________________________ ALL ORDERS ARE SUBJECT TO ACCEPTANCE
MR/MRS/MISS _________________________ PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY
ADDRESS _____________________________ APT. #
CITY/STATE __________________________ ZIP
TELEPHONE # (_______-_______) 14690-8DXQ-510

To assure a proper fit, a custom ring sizer will be sent to you prior to shipment of your ring.
RESTORE FURNITURE for SECURE INCOME  Perfect 2nd Career
Make $200-$2,000 a day! Unlimited market; turn-key business. Free workshops. Set-Up Shop for $2,999-$9,999! Part-time or full-time. Great for men, women, families. Make Molds*Venetian Resin*Screw*Refinish
Business Preview Video $9.95* Catalog $2.00
MINUTEMAN, INC., Ste. 17
Box 8, Waterloo, WI 53594
1-800-733-1776

Wood Moisture Meter
For all woodworkers:
New Mini-Ligno XL with greater accuracy, versatility, reliability, and a wide moisture range.
Basic Mini-Ligno still only... $110...
For new brochure on all moisture meters contact:
Lignomat USA, Ltd. PO Box 30145
503/257-9857 800/227-2105 Portland, OR 97230

Heavy Duty Plate Joiner Kit
w/Biscuits
#225 DeWALT
DW682K 12" compound saw with dust bag $349.
DW625 NEW 3 hp vs plunge router 269.
DW645K-2 12" drill w/2 batteries 169.
DW651 NEW 1-1/4 hp vs plunge router 159.
DW364 7-1/4" saw with brake 148.
DW254 0-2500 deck scrubber 89.

TOOL CRIB
OF THE NORTH
PO Box 174
Grand Forks, ND 58206
Jan. Wood 1-800-358-3096

STEEL BLDSG
STEEL BLDSG
1-800-888-4606

Winter Clearance Sale!
SAVE UP TO 40%
Buy Factory Direct. Build it yourself!
16 x 31 • 25 x 47
35 x 55 • 60 x 121
800-888-4606

Mason & Sullivan
Serving Fine Clock Builders Since 1947
Our new 32 page catalog is packed with Clock Kits, Mechanical and Quartz Clock Movements, Tools and Supplies for hobbyist or craftsman. To order a Free catalog:
Call Toll-Free 1-800-542-9115
210 Wood County Ind. Park Dept. 94MO117
PO Box 1985
Parkersburg, WV 26102-1985

Looking for Pierced Tin?
Come to the source... COUNTRY ACCENTS®
as featured in many national magazines.
Quality handcrafted and reasonably priced panels available in 16 different metals including copper and brass. 100s of designs ready to install in a wide variety of sizes.
Panes have a variety of uses:
• Cabinets
• Hinges
• Jelly cupboards
• Pick or food sales
• Ice boxes
• Hoosiers
• and MORE!

Send today for 70+ page catalog plus set of metal sample matches - $15.95 OR catalog only - $5.00. For everything in pierced metal... Since 1979.
COUNTRY ACCENTS®, P.O. Box 437, Dept. WD-94/1, Montoursville, PA 17754
(717) 478-4127 M-F 9-4 ET • MasterCard/Visa accepted
New rasps cut quickly and cleanly
For years I've used traditional rasps for shaping contours by hand. These tried-and-true tools work fine, but I recently came across a new type of rasp that produces cleaner cuts in less time.

Called Ultra Shaper by the manufacturer, General Tools, these wood gobblers have a thin stainless-steel blade with hundreds of tiny cutting surfaces punched into it. Each of these incredibly sharp cutting surfaces acts like a little plane iron to cleanly shear wood fibers as you stroke the Ultra Shaper in a forward motion.

I tried six different versions of this tool, each shown in the photo left, and identified by its product number. I found models 875 and 876 round and square planing rasps to be the most useful products in this lineup. Both have a wooden handle and work with greater ease and efficiency than a traditional rasp.

Three other planing rasps—models 870, 872, and 874—fit into a standard 12" hacksaw frame. These proved to be effective cutting tools, but were more awkward to handle. I do not recommend the Fast-Cut Hacksaw Blade (model 865). It, too, mounts in a hacksaw, but I had little luck making accurate cuts with one.

—Tested by Chuck Hedlund

General Tools Ultra Sharers, $7.98-$11.46 list each. Available through many woodworking catalogs and distributors nationwide including Ace Hardware Stores. For more information contact General Tools Manufacturing Co. at 212/431-6100.

Continued on page 72
Hone a winning edge with a power strop

Woodworkers who take pride in well-sharpened tools use a strop to remove burrs and microscopic imperfections left behind by sharpening stones. Stropped edges cut easier and stay sharp longer. Until Surgi-Sharp came along, however, you had to strop by hand—a tedious process.

With the Surgi-Sharp Leather Power Strop you can aggressively polish tool edges with the help of a portable electric drill. The kit consists of a leather sleeve that fits over a hard rubber drum, and a stick of sharpening compound that you apply to the leather.

I put the Surgi-Sharp in a drill clamped to my workbench, loaded it up with sharpening compound, and gave it a spin. It polished my chisels to a sharp, mirror-like edge in just seconds. The manufacturer says you can use the strop in a drill press, but I found it awkward working with the tool tilted up horizontally.

You can get the same polished edge with a felt buffing wheel on your bench grinder, but the felt wheels cost double or triple the price of this kit. I found the Surgi-Sharp practical, affordable, and easy to use.

—Tested by Chuck Hedlund
NordicTrack introduces the first skier-stepper-treadmill in one!

NordicTrack's Aerobic Cross-Trainer lets you add health-club variety and excitement to your exercise program by choosing a new heart-pumping, calorie-burning workout each day. It's the ultimate way to shape and tone your body, strengthen your heart and lungs and take off weight. Say good-bye to dull workouts! Now you can cross-train at home on one innovative machine, without investing space or money in three separate machines!

FREE Video and Brochure
Call 1-800-441-7836 Ext. 2W3A4

NordicTrack's Aerobic Cross-Trainer

INTRODUCING...
AMANA TOOL'S PROFESSIONAL COUNTERSINK & PLUG SET

- Countersinking and Drilling with a single tool!
- Screwheads are concealed with perfectly fitted plugs.

High-Performance Cutting Tools
AMANA TOOL
Call 1-800-445-0077, for the dealer nearest you
Call or write for Literature!

SIGNCARVING
IS FUN & PROFITABLE
And its easy, if you use the Makita Woodcarvers and accessories. You can carve signs quickly at home or at swap meets. No special training is required. The machines do the work, the operator has the fun and the profits. These machines will also 3-D carve panels and plaques. Our templates work well with other machines.

SEND $1.00 FOR OUR FULL LINE BROCHURE AND PRICE LIST AND START PLANNING YOUR FULL OR PART TIME BUSINESS.

NordicTrack's Aerobic Cross-Trainer lets you add health-club variety and excitement to your exercise program by choosing a new heart-pumping, calorie-burning workout each day. It's the ultimate way to shape and tone your body, strengthen your heart and lungs and take off weight. Say good-bye to dull workouts! Now you can cross-train at home on one innovative machine, without investing space or money in three separate machines!

30-day in-home trial!
**TAMBOUR BOOKCASE**

Continued from page 48

**BILL OF MATERIALS AND CUTTING DIAGRAM**
(for 4-high tambour bookcase)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Finished Size</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Qty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FOUR-HIGH UNIT</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A* shelves</td>
<td>3/8&quot; x 12 1/8&quot;&quot; x 42&quot;</td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B* tambour strips</td>
<td>1/4&quot; x 3/4&quot; x 14&quot;</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C support caps</td>
<td>3/8&quot; x 2 1/2&quot; x 11 1/4&quot; PL</td>
<td>PL</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D uprights</td>
<td>3/8&quot; x 6 1/4&quot; x 12 1/4&quot;</td>
<td>PL</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E backs</td>
<td>1/4&quot; x 4 1/4&quot; x 14 1/2&quot;</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F feet</td>
<td>1 1/4&quot; x 3 1/4&quot; x 11 1/4&quot;</td>
<td>LO</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Initially cut parts marked with an * oversized. Then, trim each to finished size according to the how-to instructions.

**Materials Key:**
- EO: edge-jointed oak
- O: oak
- PL: plywood, OP: oak plywood, LO: laminated oak

*Plane or resaw to 7/8" thick, and then rip to 3/4" wide

![Diagram of the tambour bookcase with dimensions and materials listed.](image-url)
Whether your woodworker’s license reads “Beginner,” “Intermediate,” or “Advanced,” you’re bound to have a few questions about your favorite hobby. We can help by consulting our staff and outside experts. Send questions to:
Ask WOOD
Better Homes and Gardens®
WOOD® Magazine
1912 Grand Ave.
Des Moines, IA 50309-3379

Shelf life of glue
What’s the shelf life of wood glue, and can it be preserved by freezing?
—Hank Riccio, Stratford, Conn.

For an answer, Hank, we contacted the glue experts at Franklin International. They told us the recommended shelf life of their yellow woodworker’s glue varies from 6 to 12 months after opening. They recommend against freezing any water-based glue product for storage.

What’s the real horsepower?
I have a Craftsman tablesaw with its motor rated 4 horsepower at 3450 rpm and 16.8 amps. I also bought a Grizzly tablesaw with its motor rated 1½ hp at 3450 rpm and 17.2 amps. How do different manufacturers manage to rate their electric motors so differently?

—Mike Kunz, Ocean Park, Wash.

Mike, manufacturers typically rate a tool’s power in terms of continuous horsepower or maximum-developed horsepower. The same motor will have completely different continuous or maximum-developed horsepower ratings, with the maximum developed horsepower always being the higher number. (Maximum developed horsepower ratings can be two to three times a tool’s continuous-duty horsepower.) For a more realistic comparison of power, compare two motors by looking at their amperage draw.

Some manufacturers of power tools sold predominantly to consumers use the maximum-developed horsepower ratings on their motors. Tools aimed at the professional woodworker will have the more conservative continuous horsepower ratings.

Continued on page 78
FREE WOODWORKING CATALOG

RBI, for the Very Best Value & Quality in Precision Woodworking Equipment.

• HAWK Precision Scroll Saws
• 4 in 1 Woodplaners
• Accessories
• Books and much, much more.

Call 1-800-487-2623, Dept. D94

rBlndustries
The American Tool Manufacturer
1801 Vine Street • Harrisonville, MO 64001

1-800-826-7606
NOVA TOOL CO.
12500 Falcon Rd., Dept. B94
P.O. Box 29414, Lincoln, NE 68502

BRANDING IRON
Hand crafted by your name here

• $29.00
Plus $3.00 for shipping and handling.
Name, residence and correct省市 the satisfaction guaranteed on your money back.

• 1-800-393-7400

NOVA TOOL CO.
12500 Falcon Rd., Dept. B94
P.O. Box 29414, Lincoln, NE 68502

ONE-MAN SAWMILL TURNS
TIMBER INTO CASH!

— 30-DAY FREE TRIAL!

30-DAY FREE TRIAL!

Sawmill goes right to the trees—turns out smooth, true-cut lumber even beginners go excellent results. Just one man (no crew needed) can easily cut enough on weekends to save hundreds of dollars over high lumberyard prices. Factory-Direct, selling keeps price low—easy terms...made in USA.

PHONE TOLL FREE 1-800-942-4406 Ext. TW14
TIMBERING, INC. DEPT TW14
1431 N. TOPPING KANSAS CITY, MO 64120
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ASK WOOD
Continued from page 76

More twists on bending wood
I would like to know if there are any other ways of bending wood besides steaming?
—Edwin Yusko, Tucson, Ariz.

There are several other methods to bend wood, besides steaming. Which method you use depends on the type and thickness of the wood, the radius of the bend, and the stresses placed on the finished piece.

The strongest of the non-steam methods is the cold-molding or laminated-veneer method. To do this you laminate several layers of 1/8"-thick wood around a form (see our Bentwood Toboggin project in the October 1991 issue). The finished piece will retain the shape of the mold when the glue dries.

Musical instrument makers bend sides and linings of their instruments using dry heat. Here, you bend 1/8"-thick wood (1/8" to 1/4" thick) over an electric bending iron or a heated pipe to set the shape of the sides. Instrument makers often assemble their creations on a mold to ensure the best alignment of the sides with the instrument’s top and back.

Old-time chair makers bend green wood on a simple form to make the slats for ladder-back chairs.

Introducing The Most Versatile, Affordable Planer You’ll Ever Buy.

Here’s What The RBI 812 Can Do.

- Create cabinets and furniture
- Cuts intricate home woodworking
- Finish and dimension stock
- Turn rough lumber into beautiful molding in minutes
- Produce uniform surfaces
- Plane to 12" wide in seconds
- Create hundreds of ornamental moldings or picture frames on hard or soft woods with standard or customized knives
- Eliminate distortions caused by tedious hand sanding

Call 800-487-2623 To Order or FREE Catalog.

rbindustries
30-Day Money Back Guarantee
3-Year Warranty

CAN YOU KEEP A SECRET? WE COULDN’T

For years AIRY’s line of high quality nailers and staplers have been known primarily to our West Coast customers. Our innovative designs, consistent quality and low prices are now available to fine woodworkers nationwide. Check out these innovative features:

- 16 ga brads 3/4" to 2" lengths (uses Steno, Bostrich, Paslode)
- Clear magazine cover with convenient length scale
- Includes special attachment for repetitive operations, angle & edge fastening
- Easy depth adjustment
- Kit version includes 5000 brads, extra driver/piston assembly, carrying case, oil, wrenches

ASK your dealer about our complete line of nailers and staplers.

AIRY
AIRY SALES CORPORATION
1455 Valley View Ave., #N
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
310-926-6192 • (FAX) 310-404-1400

CUT EDGED or STRAIGHT MOLDINGS
Both are yours with a W&H Molder/Planer

Thousands of professionals and serious woodworkers use our American-made cast iron molder/planers to produce smooth moldings, raised panels, crowns and curved molding. In the shop or at the job site, W&H meets your needs every day with quick changeover and ultimate versatility with all kinds of wood.

Over 40 years of experience supports our products with a 5 year warranty! Call or write today for our FREE information kit!

W&H Molder/Planer

W&H Machine Co., Inc.
Dept. 234AM
P.O. Box 1149 Wilton, NH 03086

W&H Molder/Planer

Anytime Anywhere Anywood

WOOD MAGAZINE JANUARY 1994
Now Master Woodworkers Pass on Their Skills and Secrets to You

Meet veteran furniture maker Giles Miller-Mead plus dozens of other master craftsmen who share their tips, tricks and advice.

THE ART OF
WOODWORKING

Your complete guide to woodworking tools, techniques and materials.

Now you can build the skills and master the techniques that will turn you into a better woodworker. And get plans for just about every shop-made jig and fixture you're ever likely to need in THE ART OF WOODWORKING, new from TIME-LIFE BOOKS.

Here's the perfect workbench companion—with clear, easy-to-follow illustrations and a unique spiral binding that allows the book to lie flat while in use. In your first volume, Cabinetmaking, you'll discover the secrets and skills that have taken master woodworkers years to acquire. And you'll learn every important technique in the cabinetmaking process—from selecting flawless materials to mounting the hardware.

Shop-test Cabinetmaking free for 15 days and receive a bonus set of workbench plans! If you keep the book, pay just $16.99, plus shipping and handling. Then about every month, you'll receive another book, like Hand Tools, Woodworking Machines and Portable Power Tools, on the same free-examination basis. There is no purchase necessary, and the free plans are yours to keep without any obligation!

YES! I would like to examine Cabinetmaking free for 15 days as my introduction to THE ART OF WOODWORKING. Please send it to me, along with my free Workbench Plans and other future volumes, under the terms described in this ad.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE/ZIP

SEND NO MONEY NOW
If card is missing mail to: TIME-LIFE BOOKS, P.O. Box 83563, Richmond, VA 23261-9663 RGBAI7
Strength You Can Use.

NORDIFLEX Gold GIVES YOU STRENGTH FOR A BETTER LIFE.

Strength training gives you extra energy and helps control stress. Best of all, extra strength makes your everyday activities easier — moving furniture, acing your serve, or planting a tree. To improve the quality of your life, turn to the Nordiflex Gold* strength conditioner.

• Trim, lean muscles
• Slower aging process
• Better weight control
• More self-confidence

IMPROVE STRENGTH WITHOUT MUSCLE PAIN.

Our patented isokinetic resistance system maximizes your workout by automatically adjusting to your own strength level. And to ensure that you enjoy each workout, our positive-only resistance minimizes after-exercise soreness and the risk of injury.

IT’S THE FAST, FOCUSED WORKOUT.

Nordiflex Gold offers 32 exercises for your back, legs, shoulders, chest and abdominal muscles. Get strength you can use in just three, 30-minute workouts a week. Call 1-800-441-7890.

Best of all, it’s from Nordiflex!

NORDIFLEX Gold

FREE Video and Brochure! Call 1-800-441-7890 Ext. 6FCA4

or write: Nordiflex, Dept. 6FCA4, 104 Peavy Road, Chaska, MN 55318-2355

• Send me a FREE brochure
• Also send a FREE VHS videotape

Name
City
State
Zip
Phone

©1983 Nordiflex, Inc., A DSM Company • All rights reserved.

NO SANDING between coats!

Bartley Gel Finishes save you time, while giving you the beautiful, professional results you want! Great color selection too!

The Ultimate Woodworking Tool!

NEW! 1993-94 Catalog from The Woodworkers’ Store Over 200 new, hard-to-find items!

YES! Send me the next four issues of The Woodworkers’ Store catalog for only $2 a year!

Name
Address
City
State
Zip

Yes! Send me the next four issues of the Woodworkers’ Store catalog for only $2 a year.

For Your Local Dealer
Call 1-800-787-2800
29060 Airpark Drive, Easton, MD 21601

THE WOODWORKERS’ STORE
Dept. 33116
21801 Industrial Blvd.
Rogers, MN 55374
WOOD® MAGAZINE ANNOUNCES THE SIXTH ANNUAL CONTEST TO BENEFIT KIDS THROUGH TOYS FOR TOTS, WITH OVER $16,000 IN TOOLS AND SUPPLIES TO WIN!

Everyone wins in this contest because all toys go to help the U.S. Marine Corps Reserve's Toys for Tots program to help needy kids at Christmas. And that gives you a great feeling. Of course, your toy could win you one or more dandy prizes too—brand-name portable and stationary power tools, woodworking supplies, finishing materials, and more. In fact, there's over $16,000 worth of merchandise that you would just love to have in your shop!

PRIZES & SPONSORS

GRAND PRIZE (original design)
Professional: Your choice of Bosch power tools totaling $2,000
Hobbyist: A table saw, jointer, planer, and bandsaw from Grizzly valued at $2,000

FIRST PLACE (original design)
Professional: Your choice of $1,500 in Delta power tools
Hobbyist: Your choice of $1,500 in Delta power tools

SECOND PLACE (original design)
Professional: From AMI, a Hegner Multimax 18V scroll saw worth $1,000
Hobbyist: A shopful of Craftsman benchtop power tools worth $1,000

THIRD PLACE (original design)
Professional: Your choice of Skil power tools totaling $500
Hobbyist: Your choice of Skil power tools totaling $500

CITATIONS (ALL DESIGNS)

Best Use of Wood
Professional: $250 in Constantine's merchandise
Hobbyist: $250 in Formby's finishing supplies

Best Clear Finish
Professional: $250 in Formby's finishing supplies
Hobbyist: Campbell Hausfeld HVLP sprayer

Best Action Toy
Professional: $250 in Dremel tools
Hobbyist: $250 in Dremel tools

Best Painted or Dyed Finish
Professional: $250 in Trend-Lines merchandise
Hobbyist: $250 in merchandise, The Woodworkers' Store

Best Doll Accessory
Professional: $250 in merchandise, Masuta Hardware Specialties
Hobbyist: $250 in merchandise, Masuta Hardware Specialties

Best Educational Toy
Professional: $250 in Dremel tools
Hobbyist: $250 in Dremel tools

Best Pull Toy
Professional: $250 in Dremel tools
Hobbyist: $250 in Dremel tools

Best Transportation Toy
Professional: $250 in Crafts Supples USA merchandise
Hobbyist: $250 in Toys-N-Joys merchandise

SPECIAL AWARDS

Best Toy from a Woodworking Club
$250 in Leichtung merchandise; Milwaukee Tool $500 miter saw

Best Toy from a Shop Class
$250 in Delta tools; $250 in 3-M supplies

Top Money Raiser from Auction
(from 1993 Crafted for Joy wooden toy auction)
20" Hawk scroll saw from RBI worth $1,000

WOOD: Magazine's 1994 BUILD-A-TOY™ Competition

There is no limit to the number of entries. Please provide the following information for each toy submitted:

My entry is: ☐ Original design* ☐ Built from plans
My skill level is: ☐ Student (K-12) ☐ Home Hobbyist
My Affiliation: ☐ Professional ☐ WW Club ☐ Shop Class

*For Original Design entries, it is highly that I have declared and listed this for myself. Should any entry win, I agree to cooperate with WOOD Magazine to supply the building process and all other materials for publication.

Signed ___________________________
Date ____________________________

1994 BUILD-A-TOY ENTRY DEADLINE:
FEBRUARY 1, 1994

Send toys to: 1994 BUILD-A-TOY, WOOD Magazine
1912 Grand Avenue, Des Moines, IA 50309-3379
FORSTNER BIT SPECIAL!

7-pc Forstner Bit Set
Used for flat bottom holes, boring through knots, making pocket holes and partial arcs. Seven most used sizes: %2, %2, %2, %2, %2, %2, and %. All shanks are %2. Precision ground for smooth, vibration-free operation.

Part No. C3187
ONLY $24.95
REG. $29.95

16-pc Forstner Bit Set
This quality set includes 16 bits: %4, %3, %2, %2, %2, %2, %2, %2, %2, %2, %2, %2, %2, %2, %2, %2. and %2. Approximately 3½ long. You can drill pocket, partial arc, and flat bottom holes. Drill through wood at virtually any angle. All shanks are %2.

Part No. C3188
ONLY $79.95
REG. $99.95

CASCADE TOOLS, INC.
ORDER 24 HRS A DAY!
1-800-235-0272 EXT. 36
FAX 1-800-392-5077
FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS OVER $100

WOOD MAGAZINE JANUARY 1994

Another breakthrough tool only from Garrett Wade...

With 224 pages, our Free Catalog is probably the biggest in the business. We think it’s the best, too.

We have the woodworking supplies and tools that you just can’t find in your local hardware store anymore. Everything from traditional old-style hand planes and saws to the very latest in power tools and accessories.

We’ve got Measuring tools, Chisels, Carving tools, Turning tools, Sharpening tools, and much, much more. Plus half a dozen kinds of glue to hold your work together, 70 stains to color it, and 20 different top coats to protect it.

Just send us the coupon below or call toll-free for your free 1994 Garrett Wade Catalog – plus free supplements throughout the year. It could be just the tool your workshop needs.

Our free 1994 Catalog.

Garrett Wade Co., Inc.
161 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10013, Dept. 924
800-221-2942

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City __________________ State __ Zip _______

Airlite Air Visor
Eye and Face Protection from
Racal Health & Safety, Inc.

IDEAL FOR WOODWORKERS!

- Lightweight & Comfortable
- Refreshing Flow of Filtered Air
- Impact Resistant Visor (Meets ANSI Z87.1)
- Accommodates Glasses
- Soft, Flexible Face Seal
- Rechargeable

30-Day, Money-Back Guarantee if you are not satisfied.

CALL TOLL-FREE: 1-800-682-9500

RACAL HEALTH & SAFETY, INC. 7305 Executive Way, Frederick, MD 21701-6966
(301) 696-8200 • (800) 682-9500 • FAX (301) 696-4413

RACAL © Racal Health & Safety, Inc. 1993
You can get useful ideas and product information by mail. Use the coupon in this section to order your choice of literature listed below. Each company mails the catalogs or information directly to you.

POWER TOOLS

SCROLL SAW, CRAFT & WOODWORKING CAT-
ALOG—Specially products from the exclusive
Distributors of HEGNER, the precision saws with
SCROLLVERGNUEGEN. Complete information on
scroll accessories, including blades and lettering
guides. Also JET Clamps. HEGNER Lathe,
PLAN Vertical Glue Press, and more. Toll-free
customer service hotline included! AMI, LTD. $2.00.
Circle No. 3.

TOOL CRIB CATALOG—Since 1948, woodworking,
homesteaders, industry and schools across the
country have looked to the Tool Crib as their source
for power tools and equipment. Our prices are low,
salespeople are knowledgeable, and our service
is first-rate. Every month, we offer a large selection
of name brands like Black & Decker, Delta, Ryobi,
Makita, Powermatic, JET, Freud, Bosch, Porter
Cable, Milwaukee and many more. We offer competitive
prices with quality service and same day
shipping. Send for your NEW 1993 catalog. It's
worth it! TOOL CRIB. $3.00. Circle No. 6.

TRANSPower, CP TOOLS INC.—A line of fine
quality woodworking machinery, saws, shapers,
planners and more. Send for free catalog, CP
TOOLS INC. Free. Circle No. 15.

OUR HOLIDAY SEASON PROMOTION—starts
December 1st, '93 and ends February 15th, '94.
Don't miss it. We have the best deal for your
woodworking machinery and supplies in today's
market, find out for yourself. We offer a large selection
of woodworking machinery, tools and accessories
for your home and business workshop. Let's
have a great holiday season folks. ENLON
IMPORT CORP. Free. Circle No. 35.

INCA MACHINERY INFORMATION—Complete
information on the famous line of Inca woodworking
machines. Designed for precision work by the small
Woodworker and an industrial user, you will
find an incredible selection featuring Porter Cable,
Bosch, Skil, Freud, Delta, Milwaukee, Hitachi, and
many, many more. We offer same day shipping,
the most knowledgeable sales staff and free shipping on
most UPS orders in the continental U.S. INER
ATIONAL TOOL CORP. Free. Circle No. 45.

GET TO THE FINISH LINE FASTER—with a
Performax drum sander. Don't spend hours with a
hand-held belt sander. Sand ultra-wide stock ultra-
smooth in just minutes. Models start at $300 to
$3495. Select the model that fits your budget and
your needs. New metal abrasive fasteners keep sandpaper tight without re-wrapping. PERFORMAX
PRODUCTS. $1.00. Circle No. 76.

WOODWORKING TOOLS & ACCESSORIES—
While the history of RB Industries goes back
60 years, this is the first time we've brought together all
our precision-made tools and accessories in one cata-
log. The Hawk Precision Scroll Saw, 4-in-1
Woodplaner, Panel Master Door Machine, Router
System, and much more. Quality equipment built
here in the heart of America. When you buy from us,
you deal directly with the manufacturer. Our prices,
quality, and 3-year Warranty reflect our commitment.
Send today for FREE information. RB INDUSTRIES,
INC. Free. Circle No. 84.

TOOLS ON SALE!*—A division of Seven Corners
Ace Hardware, Inc. offers a catalog of over 400
power tools and accessories. Our large selection
of power tools is available anywhere, all at discounted prices. Included are
saws, planers, routers, drills and
more from manufacturers such as Milwaukee, Makita,
Porter Cable, Black & Decker, Dewalt, Freud, Bosch,
Delta, and many more. Now introducing a full range
of Wood-Mizer® Portable Sawmills. Tools on Sale!*—division
SEVEN CORNERS ACE HARDWARE, INC. $1.00.
Circle No. 92.

WILLIAMS & HUSSEY—Thousands of people
use our American-made molders/planners to pro-
duce curved or straight moldings. Over 40 years of
experience with a 5-year warranty. In the shop or
at the job site, W & H meets your needs every
day with quick delivery at reasonable prices and
ultimate versatility with all kinds of wood. Send for catalog.
WILLIAMS & HUSSEY $1.00. Circle No. 93.

PORTABLE SAWMILLS—Convert logs into valu-
able lumber—Wood-Mizer® Products manufactures a
line of portable band sawmills that allows the
novice as well as the experienced sawyer to safely
convert standing logs into lumber. Then, with the use of our SafetyDry® Kin or Vacu-Kin® to dry your
lumber, you could increase the value of every
board you produce. We manufacture some of the
most progressive woodworking equipment on the
market today. Product videos available. Send for
our 31-page catalog. WOOD-MIZER PRODUCTS.
$2.00. Circle No. 94.

HAND TOOLS

MARK-N-CUT—Patented new multi-tool guide
is designed to design, measure, preview, mark layout;
set tool stops, and guide cuts with any standard or
plunge base router and other tools. Simply substi-
tute the router for the router base in the versatile
guide for accurate cutting of circular, straight line, and
multi-pattern designs you mark. Literature $1.00—
refunded with order. MARK-N-CUT DISTRIBUTORS,
INC. $1.00. Circle No. 130.

PERSONAL BRANDING IONS—Brochure
contains several branding iron patterns, ready for
use. Send for our 25-page catalog. WOOD-MIZER
PRODUCTS. $2.00. Circle No. 95.

STAINS/FINISHES

GEL FINISHES—Known for their ease of use
and professional results on architectural woodwork,
unfinished furniture, fiberglass doors, and refinishing.
No brushes required, just wipe on and wipe off.
No sending between coats, low odor, no runs or
drips, and never needs shaking. The easy way to
the hand rubbed look. 12 colors and a satin gel var-
nish. Product and dealer information. THE BART-
LEY COLLECTION LTD. Free. Circle No. 205.

PLANS

HEIRLOOM WOOD TOY PATTERNS—First time
these original designs are available! A catalog of
full-size patterns, kits and finished toys too. Unique
patterns for all skill levels. We have arks, cars,
trucks, trains and much more. Designs are based
on our exclusive puzzle concept. BALDWIN TOY
COMPANY. $2.00. Circle No. 320.

FULL-SIZE FURNITURE PLANS CATALOG—
Illustrates and describes over 200 plans for making
custom furniture of quality found in museums and
designer furniture stores. Plans include roll top desk, cradles,
dining chairs, benches, chests, gun cabinets, poker
table, children's furniture, rocking horse,
spinning wheels, and more. Bill of materials
exploded drawings assist the woodworker.
FURNITURE DESIGNS, INC. $3.00. Circle No. 345.

PROJECT PLANS—Full-size patterns for over
500 easy-to-build woodworking projects. Nation's
leading source for scroll saw patterns, cow
projects, toy plans, yard ornaments, wood furniture,
Over 3000 hard-to-find specialty items. Send
for your big new 80-page catalog. MEISEL HARD-
WARE SPECIALTIES. $2.00. Circle No. 401.

WOOD TOY PATTERNS—Patterns for all ages
including children's patterns and executive toys.
New catalog has many new patterns to choose from
including parts and wheels. Send for new catalog
today. TOYS AND JOYS. $1.00. Circle No. 465.

LUMBER

QUALITY EXOTIC LUMBER/TURNING WOODS—We
offer a comprehensive selection of fine quality
exotic woods. Also available are mechanisms for
making wooden barrel pens/pencils/roller balls/fountain pens, Ebony, Kingwood, Tulipwood,
Snaakwood, African Blackwood, Cocobolo,
Bloodwood, Figured Maple, Spalted Maple,
Padauk, etc. Unique and unusual turning woods
and burls are also available. Send for catalog.
BREEA HARDWOODS. $1.00. Circle No. 510.
ONE STOP WOOD SHOP—Domestic and exotic hardwood plywood and lumber, marine plywood, over 30 species in stock—all under one roof. Custom cutting services to your exact specifications with little or no waste at competitive prices! We specialize in bundling and shipping. Send for catalog. BOULTER WOOD PRODUCTS, Inc. Circle No. 512.

ATTENTION WOOD READERS—If you want to spend more time in your wood shop and less time shopping for supplies, PROJECT-PAK is for you! Our catalog contains 60 PROJECT-PAKs of projects originally built in WOOD Magazine. Send today and enjoy hassle free woodworking. Catalog. HERITAGE BUILDING SPECIALTIES. $1.00. Circle No. 561.

STEVE H. WALL LUMBER CO.—Quality hardwoods and woodworking machinery for the craftsmen and educational institutions. 16-page catalog lists 17 species of popular hardwoods at wholesale prices. Also dealers for MiniMax, Freud and ProCut woodworking machines. STEVE H. WALL LUMBER CO. $1.00 Circle No. 592.

EXOTIC IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC HARDWOODS—Over 75 species of lumber, bowl blanks, turning squares and veneers. Samples (5" x 3" x 6") ideal for craftsmen, furniture and cabinet makers, architects, and designers available. Catalog provides hand-sanded sample frame, source, and description of each wood. Send for catalog. WOODWORKERS SOURCE. $1.00. Circle No. 593.

VIDEOS
LAGUNA TOOLS VIDEO—Learn why most European workshops are using a central machine center rather than separate machines. 90 min. video presentation of "The Intelligent One Man Shop, The Robland X 31," Send for video. LAGUNA TOOLS. $6.00. Circle No. 615.

EPOXIES/GLUES
DETECT UNWANTED GLUE EASILY—before ruining your work! Add SPOTLIGHT to your glue, then view under a lamp. If any glue is present, an orange spot will appear. The savings pay for SPOTLIGHT with the flaw otherwise missed spot. SPOTLIGHT's only effect is to make glue highly visible under U.V. light. Send for information. SPOTLIGHT $1.00. Circle No. 710.

GENERAL WOODWORKING CATALOGS


GRIZZLY IMPORTS, INC.—1993 is our 10th year of providing woodworkers with an incredible selection of machines, tools and accessories at prices you can afford. Send for your free 1993 catalog today and celebrate our tenth anniversary on all your woodworking needs. GRIZZLY IMPORTS INC. Circle No. 860.

SEND TODAY FOR THE 1993 CATALOG—featuring JET’s line of woodworking tools, including tablesaws, drill presses, bandsaws, planers, jointers, sanders, and many more. Send today, with JET’s new catalog, anywhere in the world for free. JET Tool Distributors and dealers. JET MACHINERY. Circle No. 860.

SHOP ACCESSORIES
ECON-ABRASIVES—manufactures abrasive belts up to 62" wide in any grit. We carry hundreds of woodworking related accessories including: Velcro® backed discs, bar clamps, wood glue, drawer slides, chisels, hinges and hundreds of sanding accessories. Send for our 1992 catalog. ECON-ABRASIVES. Free. Circle No. 1229.

ECON-TOOL CATALOG—Visit our new website. Send for our new 1993 catalog today and celebrate our tenth anniversary on all your woodworking needs. ECON-TOOL INFORMATION. Circle No. 860.

WOODSPRINT SANDING CATALOG—84 pages of industrial quality sanding products now offered to the home woodworker at unbelievable low prices. Included are sanding & finishing machines, industrial sandpaper and shop helpers. KINGSPOR ABRASIVES, INC. $2.00. Circle No. 1240.

EASY DO IT—with HTC’s power tool accessories. Discover many unique items, designed only with you, the dedicated woodworker, in mind. Make the most of your woodshop, by adding one of HTC’s exceptional tools to your shop. HTC PRODUCTS, INC. Free. Circle No. 1245.

WOOD MOISTURE METER—Avoid moisture defects such as cracking, warping, splitting, delamination. The pin-type moisture meter “Mini-Ligroin” can read surface or core moisture in any thickness of lumber, from varnish through heavy timbers. A flat surface is not necessarily required, thus the Mini works on rough sawn lumber and curved or round pieces. A most versatile instrument. Many hobbyists and professionals use this instrument daily to test moisture content of wood during air or kiln drying or use external electrode for depth readings. Catalogue describes complete line of moisture meters. LIGNOMAT USA, LTD. Free. Circle No. 1251.

ROUTER SPEED CONTROL—Reduces speed electronically without reducing torque. Route at the speed that gives best results with the wood and bit you are using. Speed adjustable from full speed to 0 RPM. Less tear out—stops burning—less wear on bits—easy to use. Send today for information. MLCS LTD. Circle No. 1251.

RESPIRATORY PROTECTION FOR WOODWORKERS—Anyone who values good health yet does not wish to diminish the enjoyment of woodworking should be wearing a respirator. Send for Racal Health & Safety's "Woodworker" brochure for information on Airlife, Air-Mate 3, Breather-Easy, Delta and Airstar protection. RACAL HEALTH & SAFETY, INC. Free. Circle No. 1266.

WOOD-FRIENDLY™ L060 MOISTURE METER—uses advanced electromagnetic wave technology to accurately measure wood moisture content from 6% to 30% to a depth of 7". No pins to "abuse" wood and leave ugly holes. Check out boards from top to bottom in just seconds before you buy and purchase. Anchors, stitches of splitting, warpage, delaminating and failed glue joints. The Wagner L060’s convenient pocket size, easy-to-read analog meter, and low price make it a must for anyone working with wood. Literature. WAGNER ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, INC. Free. Circle No. 1265.

BITS, BLADES, CUTTING TOOLS
AMANA CUTTING TOOL & TECHNICAL MANUAL—100 pages of the finest quality professional carbide-tipped router bits, saw blades, drill bits, cutters and counters. Planers, planing knives and shaper cutters. Includes very informative technical data pertaining to wood cutting tools. AMANA TOOL CORP. Free. Circle No. 1300.

ASK FOR CMT’S CATALOG AND WE’LL GIVE YOU $5.00—CMT Tools will send you our free, full-color router bit catalog and we’ll give you a $5.00 discount off on your first order. CMT’s feature Artline design, Teflon coatings and microgran carbide cutting edges. Our catalog is packed with accessories, project ideas and safety tips—it’s one catalog you’ll want to keep! CMT TOOLS, INC. Free. Circle No. 1310.

CASCADDE CATALOG—The 1993 Cascade Tools catalog is the best ever. It’s jammed with great buys on SY, saws, industrial-grain planing knives, and other cutting tools, and an excellent assortments of hard-to-find accessories. You’ll have to see it to believe it. CASCADE TOOLS, INC. Free. Circle No. 1315.

ENLON IMPORT CORPORATION—Fellow woodworkers, professional builders and remodelers. We offer a wide selection with over 100 varieties of professional quality carbide-tipped knives & shaper cutters with irresistible prices, find out for yourself. Catalog. ENLON IMPORT CORPORATION. Free. Circle No. 1318.

FREUD®—Premier line of carbide-tipped saw blades, router bits, shaper cutters and other woodworking tools. Freud offers a full-line on any size from 1-1/2 in. to 2 in. carbide-tipped router bits. Send for a free new router bit catalog. FREUD, Free. Circle No. 1321.

SUPER-SMOOTH, EXTRA-DURABLE, CARBIDE-TIPPED CIRCULAR SAW BLADES—Get a smooth-as-sanded surface with our all-purpose 40-tooth Woodworker Blade. You will be able to rip and crosscut 1" to 2" in. thick stock with a 30-40% faster work rate than a standard circular saw blade. Send for our free catalog today and sample our products. Super Smooth Saw Blade Catalog. FORREST MFG. CO., INC. $1.00. Circle No. 1322.
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SING A SONG OF WOOD

By day, professional woodworker Robert Ortiz designs and builds exquisitely crafted, custom furniture in his Baltimore shop. But by night, he plays conga drums in an acoustic musical group called “Terra Nova.” Pamela Cardullo, his wife, writes most of the quartet’s music. For their latest 10-song album, Beyond the Gate, Pamela created a lyrical ballad about the material her husband knows so intimately.

Its words should strike a familiar chord with every woodworker. In part, here’s how the song goes:

The Story of the Wood
Respect the eye that chose this tree beneath the forest canopy
It was the last eye to see it in its glory
It knew the tale the wood would tell, but could not speak until it fell,

Chorus
The story of life’s seasons is the ballad that it sings
Our lives are marked and bound together by concentric rings

Respect the heart and mind that conceived a new design
That would bring together disparate slabs of timber
To rebuild the tree anew in a form both me and you
Could appreciate in awe what God’s eye alone once saw. Chorus

Last of all respect the hand that took these pieces and this plan
And added skill and art and all that it was able,
The hand that chiseled, carved and planed,
That sanded once and twice again

And now the story of the wood is more clearly understood
As it speaks to us through this chair and table. Chorus. 1993

Woodworker Robert Ortiz, center, and fellow musicians Tom Scullen, left rear, Mark Devita, right rear, and Pamela Cardullo, sing the song of wood on their new, all-original album.

The cherry desk, above, was designed and built by Robert and his associates.

To inquire about Terra Nova’s album, write: Terra Nova, Dept. W, 416 George St., Baltimore, MD 21201.

TOY-COMPETITION COUNTDOWN

If you’re counting the days to WOOD® magazine’s 1994 Build-A-Toy Contest deadline, you still have about 45 of them to get your entry in. Toys must be received in Des Moines by February 1. Hey, you can do it! Help a needy child enjoy the holidays.

Getting a treeful

Swedish sawmills manage to use 98 percent of a tree. In comparison, Malaysian ones use only 40 percent. Although constantly striving to reduce waste by utilizing more and more of the tree for a variety of wood products, U.S. sawmills still hover at about 75 percent of full usage, says the U.S. Forest Products Association.

Illustrations: Brian Jensen, Jim Stevenson

SO LONG, THANKS FOR YOUR HELP

Tree-farm walnut trees, to grow good and straight, require plantings of other trees between the rows. These trainer trees, as tree farmers call them, keep the grass down with their shade, give wind protection, and provide needed nitrogen to the walnuts’ roots. The plantings of olive, alder, and white pine—ideal trainer trees—also encourage the walnuts to shoot up in search of the sun, shedding any lower limbs (self-pruning) in the process. But, says the National Arbor Day Foundation, when the walnut trees grow large enough to no longer need their helpful neighbors, they kill them off with releases of the chemical juglone from their roots.
NOW! PLANE, MOLD, SAND and SAW with

Infinitely Variable Power-Feed!

MAKES YOU MONEY... SAVES YOU MONEY!

Put this versatile power-feed tool to work in your shop... see how fast it pays for itself! Quickly converts low-cost rough lumber into valuable finished stock. Turns out perfect picture frame moldings, quarterround, casing, tongue and groove... all popular patterns... any custom design.

> Just a twist of the dial puts twice as many cuts-per-inch at your fingertips as any comparable planer – from 70 to over 1,000 CPI! This heavy-duty machine will sail through even the toughest oak at higher speeds, or you can slow it down to handle those "hard-to-work" pieces like curly maple, knotty cedar, burls, knees and much more! A valuable feature for molding work, where profiles make sanding impossible.

> Change to Molding, Sanding or Sawing in just minutes! Unique "Morse-Taper" Quick Change Cutterhead guarantees fast changeover... bearings remain factory set... precisely aligned at all times.

> Now choose from three powerful models! Woodmaster introduces the first 18" and 25" Planer/Molders... with all the features that have made the 12" model the most versatile Planer/Molder on the market! Send for Free Facts today!

Woodmaster's Quick-Change Molding Head lets you create custom moldings from any stock. Choose from over 250 standard trim and picture frame patterns... or design your own!

Power-fed sanding speeds production and improves the quality of your work. No more waves or cross-grain scratches. Separate sanding head installs in just minutes.

New ripsaw attachment lets you gang-rip with power feed in a fraction of the time it takes for multiple hand-fed passes on an ordinary table saw.

MAIL TODAY OR CALL 1-800-821-6651 Ext PW67

FREE FACTS

YES! Please rush me your FREE Information Kit plus details on your 30-DAY FREE TRIAL GUARANTEE!

Woodmaster Tools, Dept. PW67, 1431 N. Topping, Kansas City, MO 64120

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
ZIP
PHONE

Here's What Woodmaster Owners Say:

Shop Test Results—"It does an excellent job of planing, on a par with more expensive machines, and even better than some commercial models."

Editor, Workbench Magazine

Best Value—"After checking them all, Woodmaster was obviously the best deal for the money. Also, I would like to acknowledge the polite and prompt service."

E. D. Holtz, North Carolina
The radial saws that helped make Craftsman a household name are now more accurate and easier to align than ever before.

We built our first radial arm saw in 1956. And we’ve been building on that design ever since. Our newest radials incorporate improvements such as our revolutionary new blade guard that will make Craftsman an industry leader for generations to come.

You can crosscut, rip, miter, or bevel cut, and with easy to install accessories, you can create dados and decorative molding, route, drill, sand or plane. No other tool lets you accomplish so much with such ease or accuracy.

The new Craftsman radials are on display at your nearby Sears store.

CRAFTSMAN®
Only at Sears